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CMRR INDUSTRIAL TRUCK DIVISION USER
EQUIPMENT EQUIPMENT

SAFETYINSTRUCTIONSFOR MAINTAINlNG INDUSTRIAL TRUCKS

Powered industrial trucks may become ha2ardous if adequate maintenance is neglected. There-

fore, adequate maintenance facilities, personnel and procedures should be provided.

Maintenance and inspection of all powered industrial trucks should be performed in confor-

mance with the recommendation in this manual and the foi lowing practices.

1. A scheduled preventive maintenance, lubrication, and inspection system should be followed.

2. Only qualified and authorized personnel should be permitted to maintain, repair, adjust,
and inspect industrial trucks.

3. Before Leaving The Truck:

A. Stop truck.

B. Fully lower the load engaging means.

C. Place directional controls in neutral.

D. Apply the parking brake.

E. Stop the engine or turn off power.

F. Lock the control or ignition circuit.

G. Block the wheels if truck is on a ramp, or being worked on.

4. Before Working On Truck:

A. Raise wheels free of floor or disconnect power source.

B. Use chocks or other positive truck positioning devices.

C. Block load engaging means, innermast(s), or chassis before working under them.

Before working on engine fuel system of gasoline powered trucks with gravity feed
fuel systems, be sure fuel shutoff valve is closed.

Before working on engine fuel system of LP gas powered trucks, close LP gas
cylinder valve and run engine until fuel in system is depleted and engine
stops running.

Operation to check performance of the truck or attachments should be conducted in
an authorized, safe clearance area.

5. Before Starting To operate The Truck:

A. Be in operating position.

B. Depress clutch (or brake pedal on automatic transmission and electric trucks).

C. Place directional controls in neutral.

D. Start engine or turn on power.

E. Before operating truck, check functioning of lift and tilt systems, directional
and speed controls, steering, warning devices, brakes, and any attachment. (if used)

F. Release parking brake.

- continued -
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CURK' INDUSTRIAL TRUCK DIVISION EUAN
EQUIPMENT EQUIPMENT

SAFETYINSTRUCTIONSFOR MAINTAINING INDUSTRIAL TRUCKS

6. Avoid fire hazards and have fire protection equipment present. Do not use an open
flame to check level, or for leakage, of fuel, electrolyte or coolant. Do not use
open pans of fuel or flammable cleaning fluids for cleaning parts.

7, Properly ventilate work area, vent exhaust fumes and keep shop clean and floor dry.

8. Handle LP gas cylinders with care. Do not drop, dent, or damage in any way.

9. Brakes, steering mechanisms, control mechanisms, warning devices, lights, governors,
lift overload devices, guards and safety devices should be inspected regularly and
maintained in a safe operating condition,

10. All parts of lift and tilt mechanisms and frame members should be carefully and
regularly inspected and maintained in a safe operating condition.

11. Special trucks or devices designed and approved for hazardous area operation should
receive special attention to ensure that maintenance preserves the original, approved
safe operating features.

12. Fuel systems should be checked for leaks and condition of parts. Extra special
consideration should be given in the case of a leak in the fuel system. Action should
be taken to prevent the use of the truck until the leak has been corrected.

13. All hydraulic systems should be regularly inspected and maintained in conformance
with good practice. Tilt cylinders, valves, and other similar parts should be
checked to assure that "drift" has not developed to the extent that it would create
a hazard.

14. Capacity, operation and maintenance instructions plates, tags, or decals should be
maintained in legible condition.

15. Batteries, motors, controllers, ilmit switches, protective devices, electrical
conductors and connections should be inspected and maintained in conformance with good
practice. Special attention should be paid to the condition of electrical insulation.

16. Industrial trucks should be kept in a clean condition to minimize fire hazards and
facilitate detection of loose or defective parts.

17. Modific.ations and additions which affect capacity and safe truck operation should not
be performed by the customer or user without manufacturers prior written approval.
Capacity, operation and maintenance instruction plates, tags or decals should be
changed accordingly.

18. Care should be taken to assure that all replacement parts are interchangeable with the
original parts and of a quality equal to that provided in the original equipment.
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INDUSTRIAL TRUCK DIVISION
PLE A SE NOTE

I NSTRUCT I ONS ON USE OF M A NU A L

This Operator's Manual is published as a service refer-
ence guide and includes SpecificationE, Operating ÎnstruCtions,
Gibrication and Preventive Maintenance Instructions, and Treable
Shooting Guide.

The TABLE OF CONTENTS for this manual is printed on
green paper and is placed at the front for easy reference.
A separate IRDEK (also printed on green paper) is placed in
front of the Lubrication and Preventive Maintenance Section.

Lubrication and Preventive Maintenance Instructions are
listed under the TIME INTERVALs that they should be performed.

The TIME INTERVA4 is part of the Dage number and code number.

Sygmple- SH 002-07 $ß is the TIME INTERVAL (8 operating hours)

'
002 is the PAqE NUMBER, and -O is a CODE NUMBER that you as

a customer should disregard. The dash number or code number is

for the benefit of the publisher only.

The INDEX is set up under the TIME INTERVALS that the
Lubrication and Preventive Maintenance should be performed.

Example- (E Kours) . Time Page
Interval . & Number
(H=Hours) (000-)

Hydraulic Surq? Tank, .level check... SH 503
,

Brake Pedal Free Travel, check..... SH 373

The above states to check the sump tank flaid level
every 8 operating hours and refer to page 503 for fluid
recommendations etc. Also, to check brake pedal free travel
at this interval and turn to page 373 for instructions.

Turn to tr.. eigh (8) hour section (SH) and then to
the oage listed -- 503 oc 373 etc. The instructions covered
cherein will pertain onl. to the checks or adjustments that
shoulõ be performed at - mia TIME INTERVAL.

If, for instance, the Brake Pedal Free Travel is incorrect,
you woulò then refer to the INDEX for "Brake Pedal Free Travel,
adjust" which would be listed in the TIME INTERVALS following the
8 hour section.

Example: (100 Hours) Time Page
Interval & Number
(H=Bours) (OOO-)

Brake Pedal Free Travel, adjust.... 100H 302

Turn to the one hundred hour section (lOOH) and then to

A001-4 ' 27 AN 64



. INDUSTRIAL TRUCK DIVISION .

(continued)

I NSTRUCT I ONS ON USE OF M A NU A L

page 302. Complete instructions as to the importance of pedal
free travel, the method to check and adjust for correct free
travel with illustrations are included therein.

N .0 TE

YOU WILL NOTE THAT AT THE BEGINNING OF EVERY SECTION A LUBRICA-

TION AND PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE ILLUSTRATION IS SHCWN GIVING THE

LOCATION OF THE COMPONENTS TO BE SERVICËD.

It is impossible to cover all types of machine operations
in one manual. Operating conditions should determine the lubrica-
tion and maintenance intervals. Common sense and a close observ-
ance can best determine the frequency with which you should
service your machine.

The care you give your machine will greatly determine the
satisfaction and service life that you will obtain from it. A
difinite maintenance program should be set up and followed.
Haphazard maintenance will only lead to faulty performance and
short life.

27 JAN 64 AOG2-0



CURK INDUSTRIAL TRUCK DIVISION gggy
EQUlIPhtENT

TABLE OF CONTENTs
EQUIPhtENT

Page Description
A001 Instructions on use of manual.
A073 Table of Contents.
BO71 Illustration of machine.
BO73 Specifications.

OPERATIONS

CO72 Overall controls.
CO73 Battery charge indicator; hour meter.
C173 To operate machine
C303 To move a load; safety and operating instructions.

LUBRICATION AND PREVENT1VE MAINTENANCE

Time Page
Interval & Number
(H-Hours) (0000-) Description

H 071 Index
8H 072 8 Hour Lubricqtion & Preventive Mqintenance [Ilustpq;ion
8H 073 Horn, Lights (Machines so equipped); Control Circuit Fuse.
8H 273 Battery charge indicator, hour meter.
8H 373 Brake pedal free travel, check; parking brake, check.
8H 374 Brake interlock switch check; seat safety (deadman) switch, check.
8H 473 Battery, inspect.
8H 503 Hydraulic sump tank, level check; operation check; hydraulic controls,

check.
8H 603 Tires, inspect.

100H 072 100 Hour Lubrication & Preventive Maintenance Illustration.
100H 073 Axle adapter, lubricant level check.
100H 078 Solid State control-Control Fuses-Inspection and Ground Tests.

m' 100H 273 Parking brake power cut-off switch, check and adjust; Service brake
power cut-off switch, check and adjust.

100H 274 Service brake power cut-off switch, check and adjust.
100H 302 Brake pedal free travel, check and adjust.
100H 303 Brake system, inspect.
100H 403 Lubricate machine; hydraulic control valve and lines, inspect.

lift cylinder and tilt cylinder, inspect; lift chains, check and
adjust.

100H 473 Pump control switches (lift and tilt); check and adjust.
100H 475 Master (speed control) cylinder, check and adjust:1MS and 2MS switches

(accelerator pedal), check and adjust.
100H 476 Solid State Control, test and adjust.
100H 503 Hydraulic sump tank breather, inspect.
100H 603 Steering gear, lubricant level check.
100H 673 Forward, reverse, 1A contactors, inspect and adjust.
100H 772 Lubrication Chart
100H 773 Lubrication Chart
500H 072 500 Hour Lubrication & Preventive Mairntangnce Illustrqtion
500H 171 Hydraulic sump tank, drain and refill.
500H 174 Hydraulic sump tank filter, change.
500H 202 Steering gear, check and adjust.
500H 302 Typical steering linkage (side view); linkage adjustment specifica-

tions.
500H 303 Steer axle and linkage, check and adjust.
1000H 069 1000 Hour Lubrication & Preventive Maintenance Illustration
1000H 671 Typical drive motor assembly.
1000H 673 Drive and pump motor, inspect; brush spring tension, check.

Brushes, inspect.
1000H 771 Typical pump drive motor (disassembled view).
1000H 803 Steering wheel bearings, clean, repack and adjust.
1000H 805 Axle ends, clean and repack.
1000H 912 Brake system, illustration,
1000H 913 Brake system, bleed.
1000H 1003 Service wheel brake assembly.

A 073-5 APR 69



CLARK INDUSTRIAL TRUCK DIVISION CLARK
EQUIPMENT

TABLE OF CONTENTs
EQUIPMENT

Time Page
Interval & Number
(H-Hours) (0000-) Description

1000H 1172 Seat safety brake (parking brake), check and adjust.
1000H 1173 Seat linkage disconnect pin.
1000H 1303 Axle adapter, drain and refill.
1000H 1506 Typical control valve illustration.
1000H 1507 systempressure checks.
34MOO1A Lift carriage and upright

TROUBLE SHOOTINGGUIDE

TS 483 Drive Axle
Ts 521 Steering Axle
TS 541 Brakes
Ts 542 Brakes
TS 653 Hydraulic system
Ts 654 Hydraulic System
TS 835 Solid State control, test & adjust.

APR 69 A 074-6



INDUSTRIAL TRUCK DIVISION , ,

ILLUSTRATlON OF MACHINE

mmm
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Plate 7571. ECSo, 6o, 70
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CURW INDUSTRIAL TRUCK DIVISION gggg
E@UIPMENT

SPEClF I C A T I 0 NS
EQUIPMENT

DIMENSIONAL COKUFTSOSercivicorrows
! 5,000poundcapacityat 24inches

CAPACITYCHART* -L-
5000

3T 34 40
4500 4 TD

NINGRA01US

21 24 27 30 33 36 39 42 PeneASJtlicHiaNetE
LOADCENTERIN INCHES FROM FRONTFACEOFFORXs SIA INGAISLEADDLOADLEMGTH

: RATEDCAPAClTIESSHOWNABOVEARE COMPUTED
WITH UPRIGEITS IN VERTICAL POSlilDN. THEY
APPLY DNLY DN MARIMUMEURK HEIGHT3 UP TO
AND INCLUDING lbo BATTlRH0MPARIMNTíll 39 30 23 -

DPTIONAISIZES39 x 32 x 23 34 x 23

UPRIGHTDIMENSIONTABLE =-

Max, Fork Ht. Over-all Free-Lift RA

Std, Height
I LI FORWARD

Hi-Lo TSU Lowered Std. Hi-LO TSU

76 56 13 32a; -
82 - 59 13 35 IILI BACK- 130
38 62 13 33 - IAAK

I
NEUIRAlHOLD- 0 6 FORK

*106 '144 21 13 47 HilGHT
112 153 74 13 50 1 _. LOADED
118 162 77 13 53 11
124 171 80 13 56 II
130 180 83 13 59¾ 11
13fi IBD 86 13 62½ 9 ADJUSTA 179"
142 198 89 i ]3 6531 g OVERALL148 207 92 11 6831 9 gy*154 '216 95 ll 7 9 10 1 HEIGMT
160 225 99 13 75 9 50BT W LE,
172 243 *]06 13 82 DI LOWEREP

*178 252 | 109 11 85 9

*Preferred standard height
"Add 1" for triple stage upright FREELIFT

For overal hedght ra sed add 2D 10 maxi O
mum fork height

15

NOTE:Clask products and specifications are . TonikiPIBIAGluftil;Hi
subject I tniprovemenmand dlunges
Milhout 00TDi'

industrial Truck Division
EQUIPMENT BaniemeetMolv

GAS O ESEL EIECTwic FORM tiETS
ELECTRil NARROW AISt.E TRJCecs
EifcTRIC FrAND TRUCMS STRADRE CARRF 5
TowiNE. TAACTOR5 COMP F'F LINE OF HANDONG DEviCES

DEC 68 BON-11



CURK. INDUSTRIAL TRUCK DIVISION gggg,
EI)UIPNIENT SPECIFICATIONS FOR ECSO EllUIIPhlENT

GENERAL: DRIVE AXLE:

Type of vehicle................ Electric Rider Ratio ..................... 4.09 to 1
Overall length with forks ..... 121 inches Differential Capacity ..... 6 Pints
Overall length without forks... 79 1/4 inches wheel End Capacity (each end) ... 1 1/4 Ibs.
Overall width.................. 42 inches
Overall height with 130" MFH upright........... WHEELS AND TIRES:
.... 83" Lowered, 179" Raised

Size ..... (Front) ........ 21x8x15
Single Drive: Size ..... (Rear) ......... 16x5x10 1/2

Tread drive tires........... 34 inches
Tread steer tires........... 32 1/2 inches SPLIT RIM WHEELS:

Basic aisle for right angle stacking (add Tength
of load) ........................ 89 1/2 inches Dr1ve Wheel ....

450-500 ft. Ibs. (Dry Thread)
Turning radius, outside ......... 74 1/2 inches steer Wheel ....

275-300 ft, Ibs. (Dry Thread)
Turning radius, inside .......... 3 inches Steering Gear Pitman Arm Lock Nut Torque......
Ground clearance - under counterwelght ........ ..............

120-130 foot pounds
................................. 4 5/8 inches steering Geer Mounting Bolts and clamp Bolt
Ground clearance - under rear axle .. 3 inches Torque 40-50 foot pounds
Ground clearance - under front axle .. 5 inches
Ground clearance - under upright ... 3 7/16 inches HYDRAULIC SYSTEM:
Ground clearance between axles ..... 4 1/2 inches
Grade clearance .................... 40% Sump Tank Capacity ........ 8 1/4 gallons

Sump Tank Filter (Replaceable) .............

Travel Speeds: ...........
25-40 micron

Sump Tank Breather (Replaceable) ...........

Loaded: 1st................. 7.1 MPH ........... 40 micron
Empty: 1st................. 7.4 MPH Sump Tank Filter Attaching Boits Torque ....

.... 35 to 45 inch Ibs.
Gradeability:

Hydraulic Pumps;
Loaded 10¾

Main Pump?
Lifting & Lowering Speeds:

Type .......... Gear Type, Dual Outlet
Lift ..... STANDARD HI-LO TRIPLE STAGE Capacity ...... ........................

Lift 13.3 G.P.M. at 1800 Motor R.P.M.
Loaded 38 37 33 FPM Tilt 6.0 G.P.M. at 1800 Motor R.P.M.
EmPty 55 45 41 FPM

Steer Pump;
Lower ....

Type .............. Gear Type
Loaded 80 80 80 FPM Capacity ..... 2.15 G.P.M. at 2000 R.P.M.
Empty 70 60 60 FPM System Pressure Relief Valve Setting .....

.................. 550 P.S.I.
STEER AXLE:

Hydraulic Valve;
Axle Alignment:

Pressure Relief Valve Setting ............

Toe-to
.................... O degrees Tilt 1750 P.S.I.

Camber Angle .............. 1 degree Lift 1900 P.S.I.
Caster .................... O degrees

BRAKE SYSTEM:
Left-hand Turning Redius Angle:

Type .......................... Hydraulic
Left wheel ................ 76 degrees Brake Pedal Free Travel ...3/8 to 1/2 inches
Right wheel ............... 54 degrees (as measured from top pedal position -to-

where pedal meets resistance from the
Right-hand Turning Radius Angle: master cylinder)..

Left wheel ................ 54 degrees BATTERY:- Lead Acid (3x6 Cell Layout) 36 Volts
Right wheel ............... 76 degrees

18 Cell 27 Plate
Exide Types TG(P), TSC

BO75-8 DEC 68



CMRK, INDUSTRIAL TRUCK DIVISION gggg,
EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS FOR Ecso EQUIPMENT

BATTERY CONTINUED:

Gould Types 72x, 85T
K-W Types FH-FK-HT
C & D Types HC, HY (RY Cells increase battery

comp. height by 3").

TORQ,UEVALUES:

Axle Mounting Ring Bolts ......
650-700 lb.ft.

Handwheel to Steer Gear Shaft Nut.. 35-40 lb.ft.
CTVT to Spacer MTG Bolts ......

650-700 Ib.ft.
Axle End to Adaptor Bolt ......

250-270 lb.ft.
Axle End to Adaptor Stud ......

180-200 lb.ft.
Axle End to Adaptor Stud Nuts ..

180-200 lb.ft.
Steer Axle MTG Bolts, Slient Block to Axle ..

...............................
130-180 lb.ft.

Motor MTG Bracket to Motor & Frame Bolts ....

......... .....................
250-300 lb,ft.

SPEEDS AND GRADES AT 36 VOLTS:

Travel speed, forward and reverse, loaded -

Up to 7.1 m.p.h.
Travel speed, forward and reverse, empty -

Up to 7.4 m.p.h.
Gradeability with rated load ........... 10%

Lift Speed, F.P.M.
Standard

Loaded ..................... 38
Empty ...................... 55

Hi-Lo
Loaded ..................... 37
Empty ...................... 45

Lowering Speed, F.P.M.
Standard

Loaded ..................... 80
Empty ...................... 70

Hi-Lo
Loaded ..................... 80
Empty ...................... 60

POWERSUPPLy:

Lead acid battery în steel trays 36 volt.

18 cells, 25 plate
Exide Types: TG(P), TSC
Gould Types: 72X, 85T
*C & D Types: HC, HY
K - W Types: FH - FK - HT

Battery compartment is designed for top and side
removal of battery. The standard compartment
size is:

39" Wx 30 1/40 Lx 23" H
with 39" Wx 32 1/2" Lx 23" H
and 39" Wx 34 3/4" Lx 23" H also available.

*HY cells increase battery compartment height 3
inches.

MAR 69 REV BO76-7



CURK, INDUSTRIAL TRUCK DivislON gggg.
EQUIPMENT

SPEC I F I C A T I ONS
EQUIPMENT

DIMENSIONAL

PECIFICATIONS
6,000poundcapacityat 24inches

I (- -
CAPACITYCHART*

SIAlKINEAlsttADDLOADifNGTH
21 24 27 30 33 36 39 42 45

LDADCENTER IN 1NCHES - -
TEhD APACI ES SH N ABAOLVEARE COMP DATTERYCOMPARIMENILII 39 30¼ x 23 -

APPLY ONiY ON MAXIMUMFORK HEIGRTS UP TO GPTiCNALSINS39x32 :23 539 x34¼ x21
AND INCLUDING 154"

UPRIGHTDIMENSIONTABLE LIFTANUTILICONTROL

RAISE
TILTFORWARD

MaX. Fork Ht. Over-all Free-Lift
Std. Height 13
Hi-La TSU l.awered $td. Hi-Lo TEU LDWIR A

76 - 56 13½ 32¾ - TILTBAtK
HEIGHT82 59 13½ 35¾ -

HB - 62 I 13V2 38¾ - NETRALHDLD LOADED
94 126 65 13½ 41M 11½

100 135 68 13½ 44M 11V2
*106 *144 71 13U2 47¾ 11½

112 153 74 13½ 50½ 11½ c3 lif
118 162 77 13½ 534 11V2 DVERALL124 171 80 13W2 56¾ 11½

*130 =180 83 13½ 59¾ 11½ ADMIMl HEIGHT
136 189 86 13½ | 62M 9½ 12 W/LE.
142 198 89 13½ 55¾ 9½ 70 I OVERALL
148 207 ** 92 11W 68¾ 992 HEIGHT

*154 *216 ** 95 11W 71¼ 9 LOWERED160 225 ** 99 1]½ 75M 9½
172 243 "106 13½ 82½ 9½

202 - 123 13½ 99¾
208 - 126 1192 102¾ - c 48 59¼

63 FRLYLiff
Preferred standard heights. MILOAdd 1" lor triple stage upright.
For overall height raised add 20" to maxi 45¼

mum fork height

4½ 40 3 T-
--14 15½ · 4f

81
x 6 10 71 9 15

DUAt2l 5 yl5 W/ISUl

AUD1 FDRTRIPLE5TiiCEUPRIGHT
NOTE:Clarkproductsandspecificationsare

subject toimprovementsandehunges
without notice.

CURR
EQUIPMENT Industrial Truck Division

BattleCreek.Michigan
GAS DIESEL ELECTRUC FOAN OFTS
ELLCTRIC NARROW AISLL TRUCMS
EL£CTRIC MAND TRUCKS STRAODLE CARRIERS
TOwlNG TRACTORS.COMPLETE LihE OF MANDLING DEviÇts

SS22.5166615MC PRINTEDINUSA

DEC 68 8078·-4



CURK, INDUSTRIAL TRUCK DIVISION gggg.
EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS FOR EC60 EQUIPMENT

GENERAL: DRIVE AXLE:

Type of vehicle................ Electric Rider Ratio ..................... 4.09 to 1
Overall length with forks ..... 123 1/4 inches Differential Capacity ..... 6 Pints
Overall length without forks... 79 1/4 inches Wheel End Capacity (each end) ... I 1/4 lbs.
Overall width.................. 44 inches
Overall height with 130" MFH upright........... WHEELS AND TIRES:
.... 83" Lowered, 1790 Raised

Size ..... (Front) ........ 21x9x15
Single Drive: Size ..... (Rear) ......... 16x6x10 1/2

Tread drive tires........... 35 inches
Tread steer tires........... 32 1/2 inches SPLlT RIM WHEELS:

Basic aisle for right angle stacking (add Tength
of load) ........................ 89 3/4 inches Drive Wheel ....450-500 ft. Ibs. (Dry Thread)
Turning radius, outside ......... 74 1/2 inches Steer Wheel ....

275-300 ft. lbs. (Dry Thread)
Turning radius, inside .......... 3 inches Steering Gear Pitman Arm Lock Nut Torque......
Ground clearance - under counterweight ........ ..............

120-130 foot pounds
................................. 4 5/8 inches steering Gear Mounting Bolts and clamp Bolt
Ground clearance - under rear axle .. 3 inches Torque 40-50 foot pounds
Ground clearance - under front axle .. 5 inches
Ground clearance - under upright ... 3 7/16 inches HYDRAULIC SYSTEML
Ground clearance between axles ..... 4 1/2 inches
Grade clearance .................... 40% Sump Tank Capacity ........ 8 1/4 gallons

Sump Tank Filter (Replaceable) .............

Travel Speeds: ........... 25 micron
Sump Tank Breather (Replaceable) ...........

Loaded: 1st................. 7.0 MPH ........... 40 micron
Empty: 1st................. 7.4 MPH Sump Tank Filter Attaching Bolts Torque ....

.... 35 to 45 inch lbs.

-V
Grade bil ity:

Hydraulic Pumps:
Loaded 10%

Main Pump;
Lifting & Lowering Speeds:

Type .......... Gear Type, Dual Outlet
Lift ..... STANDARD Hi-LO TRIPLE STAGE Capacity ...............................

Lift 13.3 G.P.M, at 1800 Motor R.P.M.
Loaded 37 33 32 FPM Tilt 6,0 G.P.M. at 1800 Motor R.P.M.
Empty 55 45 41 FPM

Steer Pump:
Lower ....

Type .............. Gear Type
Loaded 80 85 85 FPM Capacity ..... 2.15 G.P.M. at 2000 R.P.M.
Empty 70 60 60 FPM System Pressure Relief Valve Setting .....

.................. 550 P.S.I.
STEER AXLE:

Hydraulic Valve:
Axle Alignment:

Pressure Relief Valve Setting ............

Toe-In
.................... O degrees Tilt 1750 P.S.I.

Camber Angle .............. 1 degree Lift 1900 P.S.I.
Caster .................... O degrees

BRAKE SYSTEM:
Left-hand Turning Radius Angle:

Type .......................... Hydraulic
Left wheel ,............... 76 degrees Brake Pedal Free Travel ...3/8 to 1/2 inches
Right wheel ............... 54 degrees (as measured from top pedal position -to-

where pedal meets resistance from the
Right-hand Turning Radius Angle: master cylinder)..

Left wheel .............--. 54 degrees BATTERY:- Lead Acid (3x6 Cell Layout) 36 Volts
Right wheel ............... 76 degrees

18 cell 27 Plate
Exide Types TG(P), TSC

BO79-3 DEC 68



CURK INDUSTRIAL TRUCK DIVISION gggy
E!)UlllPhtENT SPECIFICATIONS FOR EC60 E:QUIPENENT

BATTERY CONTINUED:

Gould Types 72x, SST
K-W Types FH-FK-HT
C & D Types HC, HY (RY Types increase battery

comp. eight by 3").

TOROUE VALUES:

Axle Mounting Ring Bolts ...... 650-700 lb.ft.
Handwheel to Steer Gear Shaft Nut.. 35-40 lb.ft.
CTWT to Spacer MTG Bolts ......

650-700 lb.ft.
Axle End to Adaptor Bolt ......

250-270 lb.ft.
Axle End to Adaptor Stud ......

180-200 lb.ft.
Axle End to Adaptor Stud Nuts ..

180-200 lb.ft.
Steer Axle MTG Bolts, Silent Block to Axle ..

............................... 130-180 lb.ft.
Motor MTG 6racket to Motor & Frame Bolts ....

...............................
250-300 lb.ft.

SPEEDS AND GRADES AT )6 VOLTS:

Travel speed, forward and reverse, loaded -

Up to 7.0 m.p.h.
Travel speed, forward and reverse, empty -

Up to 7.4 m.p.h.
Gradeability with rated load ........... 10¾

Lift Speed, F.P.M.
Standard

Loaded ...................., 37
EmPty ...................... 55

Hi-Lo
Loaded ...................., 33
Empty ...................... 45

Lowering Speed, F.P.M.
Standard

Loaded ..................... 80
Empty ...................... 70

Hi-Lo
Loaded ...................., 80
Empty ...................... 60

POWER SUPPLY:

Lead acid battery in steel trays 36 volt.

18 cells, 25 plate
Exide Types: TG(P), TSC
Gould Types: 72x, 85T
*C & D Types: HC, HY
K - W Types: FH - FK - HT

Battery compartment is designed for top and side
removal of battery. The standard compartment
size is:

39" Wx 30 1/4" Lx 23" H
with 390 Wx 32 1/2" Lx 23" H
and 39" Wx 34 3/4" Lx 23" H also available.

*HY cells increase battery compartment height 3
inches.

MAR69 REV BOSO-3



CMRK. INDUSTRIAL TRUCK DIVISION gggg.
EQUIPMENT

SPEC I F I C A T i 0 NS
EQUIPMENT

Electric
DIMENSIONAL CLARKLIFT70SPECIFICATIONS

7,000poundcapacityat 24inches

I I r-

450 80 TURNINGRADIUS-

4000 9
FORBASKRIGHTANGLE

18 21 24 27 30 33 36 39 42 45 SIACKPNGAILLE.hDDLCAOLNGTH

LOAD CENTER IN INCRES
OCAP ESSH NnACAOLVE4REnCOOMP BATTERyt0MPARTMENILI239 x32 123

APPLY ONLY ON MAXIMUM FORK HEIGHTS UP TO OFTIONAlsllt39 A34 23
AND INCLUDING 154"

MIfNAflüNDi (TLONAL

UPRIGHTDIMENSIONALTABLE
- - TILTFORWARD

Max. Fork Ht. Over-all Free-Lift
Std. I Height
Hi-Lo TSU Lowered td. Hi-Lo TSU IDWER 123

75 59 193 a 35½ - IFll JIACK MAX

NEUIRALHOLO
93 125 68 19 4434 17
99 135 71 19 4/4 17 LOADED

105 114 74 19 50& 17
111 153 77 19 53½ 17
117 162 80 19 5M 171
123 171 83 19 590 171 1,2"
129 180 86 19 623. 17l Djü5TARLE

, DVERALI
135 189 89 19 65 I51 12
141 198 92 19 68 171 TO16 DVERAll HEiGHT
147 207 95 17 71 151 liEIGMT W/L.B.
153 *21b 99 19 75 Ul LOWERED
159 225 102 19 78 4 151
ifiS 234 106 19 82 i 171
in 243 1 19 85 x Ill

183 llb 19 92 86189 i 19 19 95 -

, 201 - 125 19 102 9½

Prefer erf standard heights
"Arid 1 for irsple stage oprigi,t
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CURK INDUSTRIAL TRUCK DIVISION gggy
EI)UIIPNIENT SPECIFICATIONS FOR Ec7o

Eljull.PNIENT

GENERAL: DRIVE AXLE:

Type of vehicle................ Electric Rider Ratio ..................... 4.09 to 1
Overall length with forks ..... 127 3/4 inches Differential Capacity ..... 6 Pints
Overall length without forks... 83 3/4 inches Wheel End Capacity (each end) ... 1 1/4 lbs.
Overall width.................. 46 inches
Overall height with 123" MFH upright........... WHEELS AND TIRES:
.... 83" Lowered, 172" Raised

Size ..... (Front) ........ 21x5x15 (Dual)
Dual Drive: Size ..... (Rear) ......... 16x6x10 1/2

Tread outside front tires.... 4f inches
Tread insîde front tires..... 36 inches SPLIT RIM WHEELS;
Tread rear tires............. 32 1/2 inches

Basic aisle for right angle stacking (add length Drive Wheel ....450-500 ft. Ibs. (Dry Thread)
of load) ........................ 95 1/4 inches Steer Wheel ....

275-300 ft. Ibs. (Dry Thread)
Turning radius, outside ......... 80 inches Steering Gear Pitman Arm Lock Nut Torque......
Turning radius, inside .......... 3 inches ..............

120-130 foot pounds
Ground clearance - under counterweight ........ Steering Gear Mounting Bolts and Clamp Bolt
................................. 4 5/8 inches Torque 40-50 foot pounds
Ground clearance - under rear axle .. 3 inches
Ground clearance - under front axle .. 5 inches HYDRAULICSYSTEM:
Ground clearance - under upright ... 3 7/16 inches
Ground clearance between axies ..... 4 1/2 inches Sump Tank Capacity ........ 8 1/4 gallons
Grade clearance .................... 32% Sump Tank Filter (Replaceable) .............

........... 25 micron
Travel Speeds: Sump Tank Breather (Replaceable) ...........

........... 40 micron
Loaded: 1st................. 6.9 MPH Sump Tank Filter Attaching Bolts Torque ....

Empty: 1st................. 7.4 MPH .... 35 to 45 inch lbs.

Gradeability: Hydraulic Pumps:

Loaded 10% Main Pump:

Lifting & Lowering Speeds: Type .......... Gear Type, Dual Outlet
Capacity ...............................

Lift ..... STANDARD Hi-LO TRIPLE STAGE Lift 13.3 G.P.M. at 1800 Motor R.P.M.
Tilt 6,0 G.P.M. at 1800 Motor R.P.M.

Loaded 35 31 30 FPM
Empty 55 45 41 FPM Steer Pump;

Lower .... Type .............. Gear Type
Capacity ..... 2.15 G.P.M. at 2000 R.P.M.

Loaded 80 80 80 FPM System Pressure Relief Valve Setting .....

Empty 70 60 60 FPM .................. 550 P.S.I.

STEER AXLE: Hydraulic Valve:

Axle Alignment: Pressure Relief Valve Setting ..,.........

Tilt 1750 P.S.l.
Toe-In

.................... O degrees Lift 1900 P.S.I.
Camber Angle .............. 1 degree
Caster .................... O degrees BRAKE SYSTEM:

Left-hand Turning Radius Angle; Type .......................... Hydraulic
Brake Pedal Free Travel ...3/8 to 1/2 inches

Left wheel ................ 76 degrees (as measured from top pedal position -to-

Right wheel ............... 54 degrees where pedal meets resistance from the
master cylinder)..

Right-hand Turning Radius Angle;

Left wheel ................ 54 degrees
BATTERY:- Lead Acid (3x6 Cell Layout) 36 Volts

Right wheel ............... 76 degrees 18 Cell 29 Plate
Exide Types TG(P), TSC
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CURK, INDUSTRIAL TRUCK DIVISION gggg,
EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS FOR Ec7o EQUIPMENT

BATTERY CONTINUED:

Gould Types 72×, SST
K-W Types FH-FK-HT
CSD Types HC, HY (HY Type increase battery

comp, height by 30).

TORQUE VALUES:

Axle Mounting Ring Bolts ...... 650-700 lb.ft.
Handwheel to Steer Gear Shaft Nut.. 35-40 lb.ft.
CTWT to Spacer MTG Bolts ......

650-700 lb.ft.
Axle End to Adaptor Bolt ......

250-270 lb.ft.
Axle End to Adaptor Stud ......

180-200 lb.ft.
Axle End to Adaptor Stud Nuts ..

180-200 lb.ft.
Steer Axle MTG Bolts, Silent Block to Axle ..

......,........................
130-180 lb.ft.

Motor MTG Bracket to Motor & Frame Bolts ....

...............................
250-300 lb.ft.

SPEEDS AND GRADES AT )6 VOLTS:

Travel speed, forward and reverse, loaded -

Up to 6.9 m.p.h.
Travel speed, forward and reverse, empty -

Up to 7.4 m.p.h.
Gradeability with rated load ........... 10%

Lift Speed, F.P.M.
Standard

L¤aded ...................... 35
mm Empty ...... .....·......... 55

Hi-Lo
Loaded ...................... 31
Empty .............-·........ 45

Lowering Speed, F.P.M.
Standard

Loaded ...................... 80
Empty ....................... 70

Hi-Lo
Loaded ...................... 80
Empty ....................... 60

POWER SUPPLY:

Lead acid battery in steel trays 36 volt,

18 cells, 29 plate
Exide Types: TG(P) , TSC
Gould Types: 72X, 85T
*CSD Types: HC, HY
K - W Types: FH - FK - HT

Battery compartment is designed for top and side
removal of battery. The standard compartment
size is:

39" Wx 34 3/40 Lx 230 H
with 39" Wx 32 1/2" Lx 23" H also available.

*HY cells increase battery compartment height 3
inches.

MAR69 REV BO84-3



CMRK INDUSTRIAL TRUCK DIVISION gggg
EI)UIPRIEN1f

NEW MACHINE 50 HOUR SERVICE AND INSPECTION
EI)UllPANEN11

Axle Adapter Level Check .............. . . ........... 100H 073

Battery, Terminals, Cables, Receptacles inspect ............. 8H 473

Brake Pedal Free Travel , Check and Adjust ................... 100H 302

Brakes, Master Cylinder Level Check ......................... 100H 303

Brake Interlock Switch Check and Adjust ..................... 100H 273

Carbon Pile Actuator and Accumulator , Check and Adjust ...... 1000H 174

Contactor Panel, Switchettes, Check and Adjust .............. 100H 673

First Point of Power Switch, 2MS Switch Check and Adjust .... 100H 475

Hydraulic Oil Filter, Change ................................ 500H 173

Lift Chain, Adjust ............. ............................ 100H 403

Lubricate Machine ............. ............................. 100H 773

Nuts, Bolts and Capscrew, Tighten ........................... 500H 072

Pressure Check Main Hydraulic System ...................... 1000H 1507

Pump Control Switches Adjust ................................ 100H 473

Seat Safety Brake Switch, Check and Adjust .................. 100H 273

Seat Safety Brake Linkage, Check and Adjust ............... 1000H 1172

Speed Control Cylinder, Level Check ......................... looH 173

Steering Gear, Level Check ............. . .............. 100H 603

NOTE

PERFORM THIS SERVICE AND INSPECTION

AFTER THE FIRST 50 HOURS OF OPER-

ATION ON NEW MACHINES.

B 171-2 26 MAR 64



CURW INDUSTRIAL TRUCK DivislON gggy
EQUIPMENT EquiPMENT

OPERAT IONS

HYDRAULIC
HORN CONTROL

DIRECTIONAL BUTTON LEVER
CONTROL -

LEVER

H01JR
METER

.. BATTERY
CHARGE

INO|CATOR

' BRAKE , , POWER ky ACCELERATOR
'EDAL SWITce' L PEDAi.
17 . WB \ S --lika,

Plate 7543. Overall Controls

DiRECTIONAL,
LIFT, AND TILT CONTROL

RAISE
TILT FORWARD

LOWER
TILT BACK

NEUTRAL HOLD

Plate 7216. Directional Control Lever Plate 4W8. Hydraulic Control Lever

18 MAR 64 CO72-I





CMRR INDUSTRIAL TRUCK DivisloN gggg
EQUIPMENT

0 PER A T I ONs
EQUIPMENT

/ 29 \

TOTALHOURS
* BATT.-CHG. • (jINDICATOR

Plate 7388. Battery Charge Indicator Plate 7162. Hour Meter

With the key switch in the "one The hour meter accurately records the
position the battery charge indicator will actual hours of machine operation. This will
show the available battery voÌtage. When serve as an aid in determining the time
the indicator needÌe registers in the red intervals for lubricatlon and preventative
portion of the indicator scale the battery maintenance services.
should be recharged. It is recommended
that at this time a specific gravity test
oe taken wi th a hydrometer to more accur-

ately determine hattery conditlon.

CO73-D 15 JAN 64





CMRK. INDUSTRIAL TRUCK DIVISION gggg.
E UIPMENT OPERATIONs E UIPMENT

TO OPERATE MACHINE:

1. When the driver's seat is occupled, the
seat safety brake (deadman brake) will be
released.

2. Place directional control lever in neutral
position. · >

3. Turn switch key to the "on" position, allow
accelerator pedal and brake pedal to assume its
free or undepressed position.

4. Move the directional lever in position for
the desired direction of travel.

5. Depress accelerator pedal as required for
the speed desired.

TO STOP MACHINE:
Plate 7216. Directional Control Lever

Remove foot from accelerator pedal and depress
brake pedal sufficiently to allow a safe smooth
stop. If the machine is to be parked, turn
switch key to "off" and place directional
control lever in neutral (centered) position.
When the driver's seat is unoccupied, the
(deadman brake) parking brake is applied.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
x x
x W A RN I NG x
x x
x BATTERY POLARITY MUST BE x
x x
x CDRRECT OR ELECTR1CAL SYSTEM x
x x
x WILL BE DAMAGED. x
x x
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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CURK. INDUSTRIAL TRUCK DivisioN gggg,
EQUIPMENT OPERATIONS EQUIPMENT

To Move A Load. 2. Do not allow anyone to stand or pass under
the elevated portion of any truck, whether

The forks should be adjusted sidewise on the loaded or empty.
fork bars to obtain firm support and maximum
balance of the load. Raise or lower the forks 3. Unauthorized personnel should not be
to the proper level and engage the load by permitted to ride on powered industrial trucks.
driving forward. Tilt the upright backward A safe place to ride should be provided where
sufficiently to adequately cradle the load, and riding of trucks is authorized.
raise load sufficiently to clear obstructions.
Back away from stack. 4. Do not put arms or legs between the uprights

of the mast or outside the running lines of the
The operator should have clear vision ahead truck,
when moving in a forward direction. When this
is not possible, the operator should drive in 5. When leaving a powered industrial truck
reverse and turn in his seat to obtain clear unattended, load engaging means should be fully
vision backward. lowered, controls should be neutralized, power

shut off, brakes set, key or connector plug
When the load is to be deposited, enter the removed. Block wheels if truck is parked on
area squarely, especially when placing one load an incline.
on top of another, in order that all piles will
be square and secure. Place load directly over 6. Maintain a safe distance from the edge of
desired area and slowly lower into position. ramps or platforms and do not, while on any
Disengage forks from the load by using necessary elevated dock or platform, push freight cars,
lift-tilt and then back away. Do not use trucks for opening or closing

freight doors.
Loads will vary in size, shape, method of
packaging, stacking procedures, etc. The best 7. Have brakes set and wheel blocks in place
way to handle a load will depend on these factors, to prevent movement of trucks, trailers, or
If in doubt, consult with your supervisor. railroad cars while loading or unloading.

Fixed jacks may be necessary to support a
1 MPORT A NT semi-trailer during loading or unloading when

the trailer is not coupled to a tractor. Check
EVERY 8 OPERATING HOURS (OR EVERY SHIFT) ELEVATE the flooring of trucks, trai Ters, and railroad

cars for breaks and weakness before driving
UPRIGHT TO THE UPPER LIMIT. THIS WILL PROVIDE onto them.

LUBRICATION TO THE TOP PORTION OF THE LIFT 8. Be sure of sufficient headroom under over-
head installations, lights, pipes, sprinkler

CYLINDER. CHECK FOR NORMALSEQUENCE OF OPERATION. system, etc.

OPERATING SAFETY RULES AND PRACTICES. 9. Use an Overhead Guard and Load Backrest
Extension unless conditions prevent their use.

1. Operators of powered industrial trucks should
be physically qualified. An examination should xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
be made on an annual basis and include such x x
things as field of vision, hearing, depth per- x W A RN I NG x
ception and reaction timing. x x

x AN OVERHEADGUARD IS INTENDED TO OFFER x
2. Only trained and authorized operators should x x
be permitted to operate a powered industria! x PROTECTION FROM THE IMPACT OF SMALL x
truck. Methods should be devised to train x x
operators in the safe operation of powered x PACKAGES, BOXES, BAGGEDMATERIAL, ETC., x
industrial trucks. It is recommended that badges x x
or other visual indication of the operator's x REPRESENTATIVE OF THE JOB APPLICATION, x
authorization should be displayed at all times x x
during work period. x BUT NOT TO WITHSTAND THE IMPACT OF A x

x x
GENERAL. x FALLING CAPACITY LOAD. x

x
1. Safeguard the pedestrians at all times. Do xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
not drive a truck up to anyone standing in front
of a bench or other fixed object. 10. Use only approved industrial trucks in

hazardous locations.
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CMRK. INDUSTRIAL TRUCK DIVISION gggg
EQUIPMENT OPERATIONs EQUIPMENT

11. Elevate personnel only on an approved 11. Stunt driving and horseplay should not
safety platform firmly secured to the lifting be permitted.
carrlage and/or forks.

12. Slow down for wet and slippery floors.
12. Report all accidents involving personnel,
building structures, and equipment. 13. Before driving over a dockboard or bridge-

plate, be sure that it is properly secured.
13. Fire aisles, access to stalrways, and fire Drive carefully and slowly across the dockboard
equipment should be kept clear. or bridgeplate and never exceed its rated

capacity.
TRAVELING,

14. Do not run vehicles onto any elevator
1, Observe all traffic regulations including unless specifically authorized to do so,
authorized plant speed limits. Under normal Approach elevators slowly, and then enter
traffic conditions, keep to the right. Maintain squarely after the elevator car is properly
a safe distance, approximately three truck leveled. Once on the elevator, neutralize the
lengths from the truck ahead, and keep the truck controls, shut off power, and set brakes. It
under control at all times. Use of truck on is advisable that all personnel leave the
public roads should conform to local traffic elevator before a truck is allowed to enter or
regulations. leave.

2. Yield the right of way to ambulances, fire 15. Avoid running over loose objects on the
trucks, or other vehicles in emergency situations. roadway surface.

3. Do not pass another truck traveling in the LOADING.
same direction at intersections, blind spots,
or at other dangerous locations. 1. Handle only stable or safely arranged loads.

When handI ing off-center loads which cannot
4. Slow down and sound horn at cross aisles and be centered, operate with caution.
other locations where vision is obstructed. If as
the load being carried obstructs forward view 2. Handle only loads within the rated capacity
travel with the load trailing. of the truck.

5. Cross railroad tracks diagonally wherever 3. Adjust for long or hlgh (including multiple
possible. Do not park closer than 8 feet from tiered) loads which may affect capacity.
center of railroad tracks.

4. When attachments are used, particular care
6. Look in the direction of, and keep a clear should be taken in securing, manipulating,
view of the path of travel. positioning, and transporting the load.

Operate trucks equipped with attachments as
7. Ascend or descend grades slowly. Partially loaded trucks when not handling a

load.
When ascending or descending grades in excess of
10%, loaded trucks should be driven with the 5. Place load engaging means under the load as
load upgrade. far as possible and carefully tilt the mast

backward to stabilize the load. Caution should
Unioaded trucks should be operated on all grades be used in tilting backward with high or
with the load engaging means downgrade. segmented loads.

On all grades the load and load engaging means 6. Use extreme care when tilting load forward
should be tilted back if applicable, and raised or backward particularly when high tiering.
only as far as necessary to clear the road surface. Do not tilt forward with load engaging means

elevated except to pick up a load. Do not
8. Under all travel conditions the truck should tilt an elevated load forward except when the
be operated at a speed that will permit it to be load is in a deposit position over a rack or
brought to a stop in a safe manner. stack. When stacking or tiering use only enough

backward tilt to stabilize the load.
9. Travel with load engaging means or load low
and, where possible, tilted back. Do not elevate OPERATOR CARE OF THE TRUCK.
the load except during stacking.

1. Give special consideration to the proper
10. Make starts, stops, turns or direction functioning of tires, horn, lights, battery, Amt

reversals in a smooth manner so as not to shift controller, lift system (including load engag-

Ioad and/or overturn the truck, ing means, chains, cable, and limit switches),
brakes and steering mechanism. If at any time
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CMRK. INDUSTRIAL TRUCK DIVISION gggg,
E@UIPMENT OPERATIONS EQUIPMENT

OPERATOR CARE OF THE TRUCK (CONT.).

a powered industrial truck is found to be in
need of repair, defective, or in any way unsafe,
the matter should be reported immediately to
the designated authority, and the truck should
be taken out of service until it has been
restored to safe operating condition.

2. Do not make repairs or adjustments unless
specifically authorized to do so.

3. Do not use open flames for checking efec-
trolyte level in storage batteries.

C305-1 JAN 69





CURK INDUSTRIAL TRUCK DIVISION gggg-
EQUIPMENT

OPERATIONs
EQUIPMENT

PREVENTIVE MA1NTENANCE:

1. Arrange for systematic inspection and lubri-
cation, See that the truck is properly lubricated
and in good repair at all times. Refer to
pertinent lubrication chart for Tubrication
instructions.

2. Avoid overloading the truck, as a safety
measure against possible injury to the driver
and fellow workmen. Overloading also shortens
the life of the truck and increases maintenance.
Refer to Name (Serial No.) Plate.

3. Take proper care of the battery. Check
height of electrolyte solution daily. Never
allow the water level to be below the top of the
plates. When replacing evaporation, fill cells
to proper level only -- overfilling causes loss
of acid and reduces capacity. Use only water
approved for battery use. Keep top of bettery
clean and dry at all times. A light coating of
vaseline or a light cup grease on the battery
terminals will help prevent corrosion. If
terminals become corroded, wash off corrosion
with a soda and water solution and rise thoroughly.
See that the battery is properly charged after
each day or shift.

4. Wiring should be checked periodically to
make certain all connections are tight and intact.

5. The hydraul¡c system should be checked
periodically for worn hoses, loose fillings
and/or Teaks, and security of mountings.

6. A periodic check of the brake system should
be made for lining wear. Proper brake adjustment
should be maintained at all times.

7. Charging equipment should be carefully
maintained. Maintenance, operation, and
service of charging equipment should be carried
out in accordance with the battery manufacturers
instructions.
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CLARK. INDUSTRIAL TRUCK DIVISioN CLARK-
EQUIPMENT OPERATIONS EQUIPMENT

CHANGINGAND CHARGING STORAGE BATTERIES: should be kept in place to avoid electrolyte
spray. Care should be taken to assure that

NOTE vent caps are functioning;. The battery (or
compartment) cover (s) should be open to

The two types of batteries in common use are (1) dissipate heat.
lead and (2) nickel-iron. They contain corro-

sive chemical solutions, either acid or alkali, 9. Smoking should be prohibited in the charg-
and therefore present a chemical hazard. On ing area.
charge, they give off hydrogen and oxygen which,
when mixed with air in certain concentrations, 10. Precautions should be taken to prevent
may be explosive. They are of relatively small open flames, sparks, or electric arcs in
bulk and great weight making handling a special battery charging areas.
consideration.

11 . Tools and other metallic objects should be
1. Battery charging installations should be kept away from the top of uncovered batteries.
located in areas designated for that purpose.
Facilities should be provided for flushing and
neutral izing spilled electrolyte, for fire
protection, for protecting charging apparatus
from damage by trucks, and for adequate ven-

tilation for dispersal of fumes from gassing
batteries.

2. When racks are used for support of batter-
les, they should be made of materials not
conducive to spark generation or be coated or
covered to achieve this objective

Handling Batteries:

1. A conveyor, overhead hoist, or equivalent
material handi ing equipment should be provided
for handling batteries.

2. Chain hoists should be equipped with load-
chain containers. When hand hoist is used,
uncovered batteries should be covered with a
sheet of plywood or other non-conducting
material to prevent the hand chain from short-
ing on cell connectors or terminals. A proper-
ly insulated spreader bar should be used with
any overhead hoist.

3. Reinstalled batteries should be properly
positioned and secured in the truck.

4. A carboy til ter or shiphon should be
provided for handling electrolyte. Always
pour acid into water; not water into acid.
Personnel maintaining batteries should wear
protective clothing such as face shield, long
sleeves and gauntlet gloves.

5. Electrical installations should conform to
the National Electrical Code (NEPA No. 70; USA
Standard C1-1965) and any local ordinances.

6. Trained and authorized personnel should
change or charge batteries.

7. Trucks should be properly positioned and
brake applied before attempting to change or
charge batteries.

8. When charging batteries, the vent caps
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CLARK. INDUSTRIAL TRUCK DIVISION CLARK
EQUIPMENT

LUBRICATION AND PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE INDEx EQUIPMENT

( 8 HOURS ) Time Page ( 100 HOURS cont'd ) Time Page
Interval Number Interval Number
(H-Hours) & (0000-) (H-Hours) & (0000-1

Battery charge indicator 8H 273 Parking brake power cut-off
switch, check/adjust 100H 273

Battery, inspect 8H 473
Pump control switches,

Brake interlock switch, (Ilft/tilt) check/adjust 100H 473
check 8H 374

Service brake power cut-off
Brake pedal free travel switch, check and adjust 100H 274
check 8H 373

Steering gear Tubricant
Control circuit fuse, check 8H 073 level check. 100H 603

Horn lights (machines so switchette, adjust 100H 674
equipped), check 8H 073

( 500 HOUR )
Hour meter, check. 8H 273

Hydraulic sump tank
Hydraulic controls, check 8H 503 drain and refill 500H 171

Hydraulic sump tank, level Hydraulic sump tank
check 8H 503 drain and refill 500H 173

Operation (controls), check 8H 503 Hydraulic sump tank
filter, change 500H 174

Parking brake linkage,
inspect/check 8H 373 Linkage adjustment

Seat safety (deadman)
specifications 500H 302

switch, check SH 374 Steer axie and linkage,
adjust 500H 303

System fuses, check 8H 074
Steering gear, check and

Tires, inspect SH 603 adjust 500H 202

( 100 HOURS ) ( 1000 HOURS )

Axie adaptor, lubricant Axle adapter, drain and
level check 100H 073 refill 1000H 1308

Axle adaptor vent, check 100H 073 Axle ends, clean & repack 1000H 805

Brake pedal free travel, Brake system, bleed..... 1000H 913
check/adjust 100H 302

Brushes (motor), inspect 1000H 673
Brake system, inspect 100H 303

Brush spring tension,
Forward, reverse, inspect............... 1000H 673
1A contactors, inspect/adjust 100H 673

Lift carriage and upright
Hydraulic control valve and rollers, check/adjust.... 1000H 1803
lines, inspect 100H 403

Drive and pump motor, inspect 1000H 673
Hydraulic sump tank
breather, inspect 100H 503 Lift carriage rollers, adjust

(machines so equipped)...... 1000H 1811
Lift and Tilt Cylinders 100H 403

Lift carriage rollers, adjust
Lift chains, check and (machines so equipped)...... 1000H 1811
adjust 100H 403

Seat linkage disconnect..... 1000H 1173
Lubrication chart 100H 732
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CURK INDUSTRIAL TRUCK DIVISION gggy
El LIIPh!ENT LUBRICATION AND PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE INDEx EI)LIIPhiENT

( 1000 HOURS contid ) Time Page
Interval Number
(H-Hours & (0000-0)

Seat safety brake (parking
brake), check/adjust...... 1000H 1172

Service wheel brake assy... 1000H 1003

Steering wheel bearings,
clean/repack & adjust...... 1000H 803

System pressure checks..... 1000H 1507

Upright rollers, lubricate. 1000H 1815

TROUBLE SHOOTING:

Solid State Control TS(SG)S35

APR 69 H 072-6



CLARK INDUSTRIAL TRUCK DIVISION CLARK
EI)UIIPhãENT

LUBRlCATl0N AND PREVENT1VE MAINTENANCE
EljulPhlENT

8 HOURS

HORN LIFT CYL1NDER
CHECK OPERATION

I

TILT CYLINDER
OPERATION CHECK

CONTROL
CIRCUIT INSTRUMENT
FUSE CHECK

BRAKE PEDAL
FREE TRAVEL

MAIN CHECK
FUSE

HYDRAULIC SUMP
TEL ECK

CHECK CHECK

CABLES, TERMINALS,
RECEPTACLE-INSPECT

SEAT BRAKE
INTERLOCK
SWITCH CHECK

BRAKE INTERLOCK
SWITCH CHECK

e=> TIRES
INSPECT

NOTE

AFTER EACH 8 HOURS OF OPERATION, PERFORMTHE ABOVE SERVICES.

Plate Lubrication and Preventive Maintenance Illustration

JAN 69 8H 072-4





CURR INDUSTRIAL TRUCK DIVISION gggg
EQUIPMENT

LUBRICATION AND PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE
EQUIPMENT

CONTROL PANEL FUSE MAIN FUSE (PUMP MOTOR)

MAIN FUSE (DRivE MOTORS)

Plate 7544. System Fuses

HORN SYSTEM FUSES

Check to be sure the horn is working Control Panel Fuse .. ............ FU3 (10 amp)
proper i y.

Main Fuse (two required) (Drive Motor)....
LIGHTS (MACRINES 50 EQUIPPED) ..., .... .... ...........,,..... FUI (400 amp)

(Pump) . . . .

Check a ll i l gh ts to see i f they are . . . . . . . . . . . . . FU2 (400 amp)
functioning properly.

8H 073-| 78 MAR 64





INDUSTRIAL TRUCK DIVISION
LUBRICATION AND PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

36

Plate 7388. Battery Charge Indicator P ate 7162. Hour Meter

With the key switch ir the "on" The hour meter accurately records the
posi tion the battery charge indicator wi ll actual hours of mach ine operation. This wi ll
show the available battery voltage. When serve as an aid ln determining the time
Lhe indicator need le registers in the red intervals for tubrication and preventative
portion of the indicator scale the battery maintenance services,
should be recharged. \t is recommended
Lhat at this time a specif[c gravity test
be taken with a hydrometer to more accur-

ately determine battery condit[on.

8H 273,0 15 JAN 64





CMRW INDUSTRIAL TRUCK DIVisioN gggg,
EqulPMENT

LDBRICATION AND PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE
EQUIPMENT

BMKE PEDAL

FREE TRAVEL

I

FREE TRAVEL - easured here -

BOTTCM OF FLOOR BOARD TO -

TDP OF BRAKE LEVER

Plate 6630. Brake Pedal Free Travel

BRAKE PEDAL

I. Depress brake pedal and hold foot
pressure for at Ìeast ten seconds. Pedal
must be solid, must not be spongy or LINKAGE
drift under foot pressure. PIN, DRIVERIS

SEAT PLATE
2. Brake pedal should have 3/8" to 1/2"
free travel. Depress pedal by hand. When
pedal meets resistance from the master
cylinder, the distance traveled shou id be
as specified. If Pedal Free travel is
incorrect , refer to the index for adjust-

ment procedures.

PARKING BRAKE

NOTE

BRAKE EFFECTIVENESS SHOULD BE TESTED WITH da
TRUCK POWER OFF SEAT L1NKAGE DISCONNECTED ' 4"
AT LINKAGE PIN AND DRIVER OCCUPYlNG
DRIVERIS SEAT.

Parking Brake Effectiveness - must be
capable of holding the truck, with full
rated load, on a 151 grade. yW

If brake operation is not satisfactory,
report to designated person in authority.

Plate 7548. Parking Brake Linkage
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SPEED CONTROL CYLINDER
BRAKE Í(NOT USED ON SOLID STATE

4/ . MASTER CONTROL SYSTEM),
CYLtNDER

SWITCH ARM
ANCHOR SCRE

SERVICE BRAKE FIRST POINT
CUT OFF OF POWER SW TCH
SWITCH

PLATE

PARKING BRAKE
POWER CUT OFF SWITCH

SWllCH ANCHOR . La SEAT
SCREW ---- LINKAGE

P late 7545. Parking Brake (Deadman) Power Cut Off Switch; check Service Brake (Interlock) Power Cut
Off Switch - Typical illustration

PARKING BRAKE POWER CUT OFF SWITCH SERVICE BRAKE POWER CUT OFF SWITCH

The normally open switch must be closed by The switch must open within the pedal
the switch operating arm provided in the seat free travel; that is , switch must cut all
brake linkage when the rubber seat support electrical power before the service brakes
bompers are 2 to 3 inches from the top of the actuate or start to apply,
hood; that is, in the last 2 or 3 inches of
novement of the seat to the occupied position. Depressing brake pedal will cause the

(interlock switch) service power cut off switch
to open a circuit, cutting all power to the
drive motor. This prevents the possibility of
trylng to drive and brake the truck at the same
time.
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$5 BATTERIES - LEAD-ACID If service requirements demand only
partial discharge of the battery, it is

The lead-acid battery has a lead unnecessary to recharge following each par-

peroxide positive plate, a sponge lead tial discharge. When the hydrometer reading
negative .plate, and the electrolyte is a indicates the battery is 75% discharged,
solution of sulphuric acid. (approximately 1130 specific gravity)

arrangements should be made to recharge.
The battery does not store electricity.

When the battery is connected to an Controlling the "charge" and "discharge"
electrical circuit, a chemical reaction of the battery is a very important contri-

starts inside the battery. This chemical buting factor in determining battery life.
action produces lead sufphate on both the
positive and negative plates, and the The discharge of a battery can be
chemical actions produces the electric cur- controlled in several ways.
rent through the electrical circuit. This
action continues only as Ìong as the cir- Batteries are rated according to the
cult is complete from negative pole to job for which they are being used. A
the positive pale. As the battery plates fully charged battery is capable of doing
become coated with lead sulphate the volt- a certain amount of work or lasting a
age output of the battery decreases. When certain length of time in a specific ser-

both the positive and negative plates have vice. With information of this type, a
become thoroughly coated with lead sulphate, schedule or duty cycle can be worked out
both plates act alike (or like similar and the batteries can be changed or ser-
metals). This causes the current to stop viced with very few fal lures.
flowing.

Experienced operators can tell from
When the point is reached where the the action of the truck, when the battery

battery is discharged , the battery must be is reaching the point where it should be
charged. Charging is accomplished by con- charged or changed. Prompt action in see-
necting the battery to a direct current ing that the battery is serviced at this
source in such a manner that the electri- time can result in longer battery life.
city flows through the battery in the
opposite direction of the normal battery Several "meters" or "indicators" are
current. available for use on battery powered

trucks. These indicators show the operator
BATTERY LIFE the state of charge of the battery, how

much useful power is left in the battery,
Economical and efficient operation of or just simply warns the operator when

the electric fork lift truck depends, to the battery should be charged.
a great extent, upon the efficiency and
life of the battery. MAINTENANCE

During the operation of the fork lift Keep the "tops" of the battery clean
truck, many things occur which, if not and dry at all times. Normally wiping the
corrected or prevented, can greatly reduce top of the battery with a damp cloth is
the life of the battery. Sufficient. If the battery is removed from

the truck, it can be hosed off with clean
The operator should be acquainted with water. If electrolyte is spilled, it will

the limits, capacities and capabilities of not dry off. Neutralize the acid with a
his truck. He should know the correct solution of ordinary "bicarbonate of soda"
point of power to use to move all loads and rinse thoroughly with clean water,
up to the rated capacity of the truck.

A light coating of vasoline or a
Batteries are rated in ampere hours light cup grease on the terminals will

over a set period of time, and should be help prevent corrosion. If the terminals
of a proper size for the particular work have become corroded, wash off the corros-

intended. Extending the work means over- lon with a soda solution and rinse
discharging the battery. This will greatly thoroughly.
shorten its life. Overcharging the battery
by using too high a rate of charge, will The vent plugs should be in place at
cause it to gas vigorously after it has all times when using, cleaning, and charg-

reached its fully charged state and will ing the battery. They should be cleaned
also shorten its life. weekly by immersing in a bucket of clean

pV water for one half hour. Check the vent
holes in the vent plugs and clean out.
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The vent holes must be open to allow gas 77° F., the voltage relay automatically
to escape from the cell. lowers the charging rate. The same voltage

relay operating with a time switch can
The batteries should be numbered and also be used to stop the charge automati-

assigned to a given truck. A record cally.
should be kept of (1) daily hydrometer
reading on a pilot cell at the beginning "Two-Rate" charging is generally used
of each charging, (2) a weekly reading of with rectifiers, although it is also used
the pilot cell after charge, and (3) a with a generator when the voltage is too
hydrometer reading of all cells and tem- high for the taper charge. For dependable,
perature of one cell each "4" months day-in and day-out repeat performance, the
before and after charging. When battery quality of the voltage relay and time
shows nonuniformity of these readings and switch is important.
an inability to work through a shift, it
is an indication that replacement is TAPER-CHARGING
necessary.

The "Taper" charge (Modified constant
potential) is obtained inherently (a natur-
al characteristic) in a circuit design by
balancing the charging voltage source
against the battery voltage rise during
charge. As the battery voltage rises, it
approaches the value of the charging source
and hence, there is less difference
between the charging source and battery
voltage. As a consequence, the flow of
charging current will taper off in value
opposite to the way the battery voltage
rises.

"Taper" charge requires a close toler- pe;
ance (plus or minus 3%) of charging
source voltage (2.63 times the number of
cells) when more than one charge circuit
is on the same machine. A single circuit
taper charge does not need this close
voltage limit as the inherent taper is
obtained as a natural part of the shunt
generator load characteristic.

However, taper charge circuits are
specifically designed for a definite number
of cells, in the battery, to achieve the
inherent taper. The only duty performed by
a voltage relay time switch control, on

e the taper circuit, is to stop the charge.

NICKEL-IRON-ALKALINE STORAGE BATTER1ES

The alkaline storage battery is known
Plate 4018. Hydrometer Check Method as the "nickel-iron-alkaline type" because

nickel oxide is used in the positive
TWO-RATE CHARGING elements, and iron in the negative ele-

ments; while the electrolyte is an alka-
"Two-Rate" charge, as the name implies, line solution containing potash and li thia,

consists of two average rates. A "high"
rate is provided at the beginning of the TYPE AND SERlES
charge, while, toward the end of the
charge, this is automatically changed to Each cell bears a distinguishing type
a "low" rate. (In actual operation, both letter and size number plainly stamped
high and low-rate is obtained in modern upon the cover . A serial number, just
charging equipment by the use of a volt- under the type letter and size number
age relay in a rate charging circuit). combination, denotes date of manufacture, pg
When the battery cell voltage rises to All cells having the same type letter are
approximately 2.37 volts per cell, at similar in operating characteristics and

13 JAN 64 SH 474-0
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SpV are made from the same class of plates The negative pole, is designated by a
and size. Therefore, the capacity of the black bushing around the pole; no designa-
cell s ¡mply varies with the number of ting mark on the cover.
plates. The "size number" indicates the
number of positive plates. The total number The connections between cells, in a
of positive and negative plates is one tray, are made of solid wire with lugs
more than twice the size number, on both ends. These are known as "connec-

tors". The flexible, rubber-covered cables
INSPECTION ON RECEIPT used to join trays together are known as

"jumpers".
Alkaline batteries are shipped in

either a "charged" or "discharge" condition. To avoid unnecessary electrical losses ,

The cells shipped charged, are intended all electrical connections must be tight,
for service within a short time without (To obtain this, it is necessary to see
further charging, If the cells are not put that all the contact surfaces between the
into service within a month, it will be poles and lugs are clean and make good
found advisable to charge one or two contact.) Remove any Esbaline, grease, or
hours before using. dirt that may stick to the tapered sur-

faces of the poles or the inside of the
A red label, included with the bat- lugs before connecting. If necessary, use

tery in each shipment, indicates that the 00 sandpaper or 00 emery cloth for this
cells are charged ready for immediate use purpose. NEVER use a file or anything that
on receipt. will harm the contact surfaces.

A green label, indicates that the A loose or dirty contact on a cell
cells are in a discharged condition and must pole will cause excessive heating, and may
be given an extra charging time as speci- be detected by touching the connectors
fied by the manufacturer. after the current has been passing through

them for some time.
Upon receipt of the battery, inspect

each cell for solution height. Use a DISCONNECTLNG LUG
glass tube for this purpose. DO NOT use
a match or other open flame for inspec- A "disconnecting jack" or "lug pu ller"
tion, is supplied with each battery. This lack

is designed to straddle the connector or
If electrolyte has been spilled , if jumper lug and, by means of a jack screw,

plate tops are visible above the surface break the lug loose from the cell pole,
of the solution, or if the inside of
packing case, etc., shows yellowish stains. CHARGING
The loss must be replaced ; preferably with
Refill Alkaline Storage Battery Solution, Direct current must be used to charge
or lacking this , with RENEWAL Solution any storage battery, if only alternating
diluted to a specific gravity of 1.215 by current is available, it is necessary to
the addition of distilled water. The pro- convert to direct current by the use of
per height of solution above plate tops a motor generator set , mercury arc recti-

is as follows: Cell type is stamped on fier, or other suitable form of current
the cover of each cell, rectifier.

"A" Type Ce\\s - 1/20 An alkaHne battery may be charged at
"CM Type Cells - \" either a constant current rate throughout
"D" Type Cells - I I/4" the entire charging period , or at a modi-

fied constant potential rate. In either
When the level of solution is only case the average rate should be such that

a small amount below the proper height, the battery can be brought from a dis-

fill with pure distilled water and in the charged state to full charge within between
future, use pure distilled water for six and seven hours. In connecting a bat-

replenishing the solution. tery to the charging circuit, always con-

nect the positive terminal to the positive
CONNECTIONS side of the line, and the negative ter-

minal to the negative Side of the line.
The positive pole of an "alkaHne

cell" is designated by a red bushing it is not necessary to take specific
around the pole and a plus (+) mark gravity reading during charge, as the
stamped on the cell cover. electrolyte does not change appreciably.
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EQUIPMENT

Before starting to charge, see that to any marked extent. It, therefore, is
the solution is at the proper level. If only necessary to take infrequent readings,
the solution is low, bring it to the to determine if the specific gravity has
proper level by adding pure distilled dropped to the point where a change of
water as instructed under watering. If the electrolyte is desirable.
battery is in a compartment, open the
cover before starting a charge. DO NOT There are two kinds of alkaline
charge in a hot place or allow the tem- potash electrolyte which are normally used
perature of the solution to exceed 115° when a "change" of solution is found
Fahrenheit on charge. necessary. Renewal solution, which has a

specific gravity of approximately 1.250; is
CHARGE TEST FORK normally used to replace old electrolyte,

the gravity of which has dropped to the
The charge test fork was developed to low limit ranging between 1.160 and 1.170.

provide an easy means of determining the Refill solution has a specific gravity of
state of charge of an alkaline battery, approximately 1.215 and is used to replace

spil lage. DO NOT use any potash solution
other than alkaline electrolyte, as the
presence of impurities or improper com-

ummo pounding of such solution may permanently
injure your battery.

WATERING CELLS

Before putting a new electric filler
into service; see that the tank is washed
thoroughly to remove any foreign matter and
then rinse tank, hose and filler thorough-

ly by running distilled water through them.
Then fill the tank with distilled water
and mount in a convenient place at least > 4
four or five feet above the cells to be
watered.

To operate, insert the nozzle into
the filler opening in the top of the
cell. If the solution is already at the
proper height, the bell signal will ring.

, If bell does not ring, start f low of
water by opening valve by push n§ down
lever on filler handle. Wnen i bell

----- rings, remove the nozzle from cell,
close cell filler cap and proceed to next

Plate 4008. Charge Test Fork Check rell.

This 15 done by obtaininc a key IA: UP BATTERY
voltaco reading whtch, on reference o the
charts s.ipplied for use w nut = l. battery is to be laid up for any
will indicate the arnount . agte of Ime (in excess or one ¿ear)
sary t restore the batter a ful y sur that the plates are covered to
charced condition. the proper height with solution and that

the battery is discharged and short cir-

ELECTROLYFE cui ted, The battery should be stored in _a

cool dry place.
The specific gravity of the electro-

lyte in fully charged alkaline cells has Alkaline batteries are easy to lay up,
a norrnal operating range of between I.275 Merely disch;arge to zero va ' age and ort
and 1.l60 , with electrolyte at the proper circult. Ihey may De left stand lag idi
level and corrected for tanperature, indefinitely, without injury, if stored in

this short c rcuited condition. The battery
The specific gravily reading :.f the may be stor d for 6 months t a year

electrolyte (of an alkaline cell) nas no without discharging and short circul ting.
value in determining its state of charge, dit

as th . spt:Elfic gravlty does not change
during t chñrging er di iiiirging perlods
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55' C A UT i 0 NS CABLES , TERMINALS AND BATTERY RECEPTACLE.

NEVER put lead battery acid into an Check cables , terminals and receptacle for
alkalFoe battery or use utensils that have condition and security of mounting. Correct
been used with acid ; you may ruin the as necessary.
I.aLLery.

NEVER bring a "lighted match" other
pen fl anie" near a battery..

NEVER lay a "to·>l" or any piece of' tal' n a battery. Always keep the
.iller caps closed except when necessary
L. hav. ther open for filline as provided

in these instructions.

ALWAYS keep hatter ies clean and dry
xt nelly.

ALKALINE LECTROLYTE 15 iniurious to
klo or clothinq and must be handled

v liy. Solution spillou on the person
. Id be immediately washed away with

f water.

DG NOT use the electric fi I ler, or
.. Cells while a battery is on charge.

USE ONLY pure distilled water for
ro the battery.

WEAR GDGGLES when cleaning or changing

BH 477-0 13 JAN 64
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EQUtPMENT

LW AND TILT CONTROL

RAISE
LT FORWARD

TILT BACK

NEUTRAL HOLD

Plate 7046. Typical Hydraulic sumpTank Plate 4448. Lift and Tilt Lever
and Sump Breather

When load is elevated and control
HYDRAULIC SUMP TANK lever returned to neutral position, load

should remain in elevated position with no
Check hydraulic sump tank fluid level noticeable downward drift. If load drifts

in the following manner: downward excessively, this may indicate
lift cylinder U-cup or seal damage --

1. Lower upright. report to designated person in authority.

2. Turn key switch off. With tilt lever in neutral position ,

upright should remain steady with no
3. Remove sump breather from R.H. side noticeable backward or forward drift. If

of machine and fill p)ug from L.H. side upright drifts excessively either way, this
of machine. Fluid level should be within may indicate tilt cylinder seal or U-cup
1 Ì/2 to 2 inches of the filler hofe, damage -- report to designated person in

authority.
If necessary, fill sump tank with

hydraulic fluid per Clark Specifications C A UT I ON
MS-68. Turn key switch on and operate
valve control levers allowing any air in NEVER ALLOW LOADED OR UNLOADED LIFT CAR-

the lines to escape, then recheck sump
tank fluid leve) before putting machine RJAGE TO REMAIN IN AN ELEVATED POSITION
into operation. Replace breather and fill
plug to their same locations as when FOR ANY PROLONGED PERIODS. LIFT CARRIAGE
removed.

SHOULD BE LOWERED WHEN NOT IN USE.
HYDRAULIC CONTROL LEVERS

I MPORT A NT DO NOT HOLD CONTROL LEVERS IN EXTREME

EVERY 8 OPERATING HOURS (OR EVERY SHIFT) POSITIONS AFTER A LOAD HAS REACHED ITS

ELEVATE UPRIGHT TO THE UPPER LIMIT. THIS LIMITS. TO DO 50 WILL RESULT IN HIGH OIL

WlLL PROVIDE LUBRICATION TO THE TOP POR- PRESSURE THAT MAY RESULT IN HEATING OF

Tl0N OF THE LIFT CVLINDER. THE HYDRAULIC OlL.

Check lift and tilt operation. The
lift and tilt cylinders should actuate

(ggy when lift or tilt levers are moved either
way from neutral position.

8H 503-7 25 MAR 64
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TIRE AND R,IM MAINTENANCE

1. Inspect tires regularly - remove all 4. \f rubber t\res come in contact with
sharp objects picked up by treads before oils, grease, and gasoline they should be
they have a chance to cut further into wiped off without delay,
the rubber and cause chipping or possible
separation of the rubber from the base 5. Regular lubrication of all wheel bear-
metal. ings will assure free-rolling and elimina-

tion of tire drag when stopping or start-
2. Avoid overloading and do not allow ing.
vehicle to stand under heavy loads for
prolonged periods as this will cause a
"flata spot on the tires.

3. Check steering axle alignment regularly
to protect against fast, irregular tread
wear and separation.

BH 603-0 2 JUL 63
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EQUIPMENT

100 HOURS

VISUALLY INSPECT LIFT CHAINS, LUBR1CATE MÄCHINE

LUBRICATE & ADJUST. CAUTION: 15

WHENOPERATING IN ABRASIVE a .

ATMOSPHEREDO NOT LUBRICATE
LIFT CHAINS.

HYDRAULIC VALVE
& HOSES INSPECT

LIFT CYLINDER

LIFT & TiLT INSPECT
SWITCHES CHECK I

I
- STEERING GEAR

LEVEL CHECK

CONTACTORS SWlTCHETTES
INSPECT - ADJUST

BRAKE PEDAL
FREE TRAVEL
CHECK-ADJUST

AXLE ADAPTER
BRAKE LEVEL CHECK
SYSTEM
CHECK AXLE ADAPTER

VENT-INSPECT
T K

TILT CYLINDERS '-

I NSPECT

BRAKE INTERLOCK
SWITCH 2MS SWITCH
CHECK - ADJUST CHECK-ADJUST

1ST POINT OF
POWER SWITCH
CHECK-ADJUST

SEAT BRAKE
INTERLOCK SWiTCH
CHECK - ADJUST

e N 0 TE

AFTER EACH 100 HOURS OF OPERAT10N, PERFORM THE ABOVE
SERVICES IN ADDITION TO THE ONES LISTED 0N THE
8 HOUR LUBRICATION AND PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE
ILLUSTRATION.

Plate Lubrication and Preventive Maintenance Illustration

JAN 69 100H 072-3
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EQUIPMENT LUBRICATION AND PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

EQUIPMENT

F I LLER PLUG
VENT

LEVEL DIPSTICK

VENT
(KEEP CLEAN) ---- TUBE

LEVEL o

PLUG $ DRAIN PLUG

Plate 7949. Typical Axle Adapter Plate 7550. Typical Axle Adapter vent

AXLE ADAPTER LUBRICANT LEVEL CHECK AXLE ADAPTER VENT

Check lubricant level and fill if necessary. Use Inspect axle adapter vent to be sure it is
Type "AM, Suffix "AD, Automatic Transmission Fluid free of obstructions. If vent is not open
(fluid containers must display a qualification remove and clean in a Stoddard type cleaning
number prefixed by "AQ-ATFM...Clark Part Number solvent. Be sure vent is completely dry before
879803) or Dexron Automatic Transmission Fluid replacing on axle adapter.
in all veh1cles beginning with the following

machine serial number:

EC-----1-831 and above

Use E.P.G.L. S.A.E. #90 Gear Lubricant (Per
Clark Specifications MS-8) in all machines built
prior to the above listed machine serial numbers.

Clean dirt from around filler plug and remove
plug. Fill until level reaches the level of
the test plug. DO NOT overfill, as the excess
quantity wi!I serve no useful purpose. If the
oil level is too high, it will cause excessive
oil churning and attendently high oil temperature
and possible leakage.

100H 073-2 JAN 69 REV
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E@UIPMENT

SPEED CONTROL CYLINDER
BRAKE (NOT USED ON SOLID STATE
MASTER

^* CONTROL SYSTEM)
CYLI NDEP

SWITCH ARM SWITCH

PV ICE BRAK: FIRST PO1NT
GUT OFT OF POWER SWITCH

\ TC CTUA
PLATE

PARKING BRAKE
POWER CUT OFF SWITCH

ITCH ANCHOR SEAT

REW

Plate 7545. Parking Brake (Dead an) Power cut Off Switch; Service Brake Power Cut Off Switch Assy's.

PARKING BRAKE POWER CUT OFF SWITCH SERVICE BRAKE POWER CUT OFF SWITCH

The normally open switch must be closed by The switch must open within the pedal free
the switch operating arm provided in the seat travel; that is, switch must cut all electrical
brake linkage when the rubber seat support power before the service brakes actuate or
bumpers are 2 to 3 inches from the top af the start to apply.
hood; that is , in the last 2 to 3 inches of
movement of the seat to the occupied position. If adjustment is necessary, loosen arm

retainer screw. Move arm as required allow-
If adjustment is necessary, loosen arm ing switch to open (actuate) just before service

retainer screw, move arm as required allowing brakes start to apply. Normally, adjusting
switch to actuate as previously stated, Tighten switch arm to contact the switch actuator plate,
arm retainer screw when correct adjustment is with the brake pedal in the released position ,

obtained. will provide correct adjustment. This should be

100H 273-1 REV 22 MAR 66
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checked however, to be sure electrical
current cuts off before brakes start tc
apply.

NOTE

DEPRESSING BRAKE PEDAL WILL CAUSE THE

(INTERLDCK SWITCH) SERVICE BRAKE POWER CUT

OFF SWITCH TO OPEN A CIRCUIT, CUTTING ALL

POWER TO THE DRIVE MOTOR. THIS PREVENTS

THE PDSSIBILITY OF TRYlNG TO DRIVE AND

BRAKE THE TRUCK AT THE SAME TIME.

iS MAR 64 IDDH 274-1
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Igpr BRAKE PEDAL FREE TRAVEL ACTUATION STROKE

Using a rule, measure pedal If brake pedal travels beyond this point ------

free travel at either of the this indicates either lack of fluid in
two places shown below. the master cylinder, air in the system,

or the brake linings require rep\acement.
Depress brake pedal by hand.
When pedal meets resistance
from the master cylinder, the
distance traveled should be CLEARANCE - measured here
3/8 to 1/2 in. -- if free
travel is incorrect, adjust TOP PEDAL POSIT10N -TC- WHERE
as follows:

PEDAL MEETS RESISTANCE FROM
1. Laosen lock nut, see
Plate 7339. THE MASTER CYLINDER.

2. Rotate adjuster to obtain
specified pedal free travel.

3. Tighten lock nut to hold
adjustment.

BLAKE PEDAL

FREE TRAVEL - easured mere -

BOTTOM OF FLCOR BOARO TO -

TCP OF BRAKE LEVER

Plate 7042. Brake Pedal Check and AdjustmenL

18 MAR 64 100H 302-9
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EQUIPMENT

BRAKE SYSTEM [nadequate pedal free travel will
block the internal ports so that upon

Check brake fluid level in the master releasing the brake pedal fluid will be
cylinder. Brake fluid should be within 1/4 trapped in the lines and hold the brake
inch of the top, Fill with SAE 70 R3 Heavy linings in contact with the brake disc or
Duty Brake Fluid. Clark Part Number 1800200. drum, resulting in lining wear and exces-

sive fuel consumption.
Master Cylinder Filler Cap Vent Hole:
Check cap vent hole for obstruction. Vent Brake Pedal Adiustment: Refer to Plate
hole must be open at all times. Clean if 7964 on Page 100H 302 and follow the
necessary, see Plate 7339. instructions and diagrams.

BRAKE PEDAL W A RN I NG

A correctly adjusted brake pedal is CORRECT BRAKE PEDAL FREE TRAVEL IS IMPOR-
important so that the internal ports in
the master cylinder are not blocked by TANT FOR SAFE OPERATING BRAKES.
the cylinder piston, The following lists
two important reasons for proper brake
pedal free travel.

FILLER PLUG VENT

VENT MUST SE
OPEN AT ALL
TIMES RELIEF VALVE

RESERVOIR
LOCK NUT

ADJU5TER
PUSH ROD

CUPS

Plate 7339. Brake Pedal Adjustment

100H 303-5 REV 18 MAY 65
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LIFT AND TILT CYLINDERS LUBRICATE MACHINE

Check for drift, leakage at packings , C A UT I 0 N
damage and security of mountings (Anchor
Pivot Pins, Flanges and Mounting Rings). WHEN LUBRICATING THE TRUCK, MAKE A VISUAL

LIFT CHAINS INSPECTION OF ALL HYDRAULIC LINES, FITTINGS

The lift chains are mounted to the AND ALL ELECTRICAL WlRING. LUBRICATE ALL
chain anchors on the lift carriage and at
the chain anchor rods near the lift cylin- MISCELLANEOUS LINKAGE WITH S.A.E. NUMBER
der piston head.

20 OIL.
If it becomes necessary to adjust the

lift chains place a capacity load on forks
(or device if used) and adjust chains so
center line of lower carriage roller is HYDRAULic CONTROL VALVE AND LINES
at least 1/2" above the bottom end of
the innerslide channel. It is important inspect for damage, leakage and secur-

that the chain adjustment be made with a ity of mounting.
capacity load. In this manner you will
allow for chain stretch. LIFT BRACKET

W A RNLNG Inspect for damage, bent forks etc.

KEEP CLEAR OF LOAD DURING ADJUSTMENT TO

AVOID INJURY IF ANY MALFUNCTION SHOULD

OCCUR AND CAUSE LOAD TO FALL.

CAPACITY LOAD

Plate 6634. Lift Chain Adjustment' 3--e (Chain Anchor Rods)
INNE SLIDE

CHANNEL

- - o .\ ROLLER

LOWER END OF INNER SLIDE

pr Plate 6884." Lift Chain Adjustment
(Place Maximum Load On Forks)

100H 403-0 2 JUL 63
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EQUlIPhlENT

GU' PUMP CONTROL SWITCHES

The pump control switches are mounted
at the valve spool end covers and are
activated by movement of the valve spool.

SWITCH ADJUSTMENT

1. Loosen the two screws clamping
switch to valve.

2. Position Switch on spool end cover
so that movable switch contacts are cen-

tered between stationary contacts. (Switch
contacts are viewed thru clear plastic
cover on switch.)

N 0 TE

ADJUSTMENT OF SWITCHES MUST BE MADE WITH

VALVE SPOOL IN NEUTRAL POSITION.

3. After correct adjustment is
obtained tighten switch clamping screws.

Plate 7443. Typical Pump Control Switch

100H 473-0 27 JAN 64
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B C

D

V

H

Plate 10138. Typical Accelerator Adjustment

MASTER CYLlNDER PlSTON ROD ADJUSTMENT accelerator pedal is 3/4 of a inch from the
floorboard. Tighten nuts (Item J & K). Be

Loosen nut (1tem A). Adjust piston rod, so that sure switch does not bottom when accelerator
when it makes contact with the piston the rod pedal is fully depressed,
end (Item B) by using the spring (Item C) pushes
the lever (Item D) up to the stop (Item E) with- ACCELERATOR PEDAL ADJUSTMENT
out decreasing the free play (Item F). Tighten
nut (Item A). Adjust stop screw (1tem L) so that when the

accelerator pedal is fully depressed the pedal
FIRST POINT OF POWER SWITCH ADJUSTMENT will be parallel with the floorboard. Then

tighten stop screw nut (Item M).
Loosen nuts (Item G & H). Move switch toward the
lever (Item D) or away from the lever to adjust.
Normally open switch contacts must open within
free play (Item F). Tighten nuts (Item G & H).

2MS SWITCH ADJUSTMENT

Loosen nuts (Item J & K). Move switch in to or
out of the bracket to adjust. Normally closed
switch contacts must open when the toe of the

100H 475-1 ocT 68 REV
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HYDRAULIC SUMP TANK BREATHER

Wash breather in a Stoddard type
cleaning solvent until free of all foreign
matter. Use compressed air to dry breather
before replacing it on the machine.

Plate 7046. Sump Tank and Breather

looH 503-1 18 SEP 63
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STEERING GEAR

The gear lubricant level should be checked
every 100 operating hours and filled if necessary

F1LL AND LEVEL with NLGI #1 (Amolith grease EP #1 or its equiv-
PLUG alent). Fill to level of filler plug opening

only. Replace plug after filling.

NOTE

Sefore removing fill/level plug, be sure to wipe
all dirt from around the plug and opening.

O

Plate 6429. Steering Gear

100H 603-2 REV JUN 68
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CONTACTORPANEL ADJUSTHENTS

Tools Required

I
Before going into the adjustment procedures, you
should have with you (or available at the job-
site) all of the tools and gages we illustrate
and list. e

Tools 0-1 and 0-3 are ones you can make and will \tk'
save you considerable time in making these
special adjustments. Seeing they cannot be
purchased, they call for more discussion.

Tool # 0-1 make from 3/8" diameter drill rod
and form to shape shown. Slot with a hacksaw
with two blades inserted if necessary to obtain
in one cut a proper width slot to dimensions
shown....Plate 9731.

Tool # 0-) pusher r¤d. Make from 3/32" welding Plate 678. Typical Pusher Rod - Tool # 0-3
rod and remove flux. Point end as shown for best (Used only in connection with type HTM

results. Form an S shape on opposite end as Chatillon Spring Tension Gage).
shown....Plate 9678.

Before starting adjustments you should be pre-
pared and have a full set of normally open
moveable and normally open stationary arms and
replaceable tips with you for each machine to
be serviced or checked. No

Plate 9679. Typical Instrument Type "Tu -

Chatillon Spring Tension Gage, Mfg. by
Chatillon Inst. Co., New York, N.Y.

Plate 9731. Typical Tool # 0-T

SEPT 68 100H 673-3
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Plate 9680. Typical Spring Tension Gage..... Plate 9682. Typica Tag Wire .018 Diameter
Clark Part # 886717. Maximum.

NOTE

It is not necessary that you have both types of
n nei aeges we have illustrated. Either

Plate 9683. Typical Twist Drills -- Sizes
13/32", 3/8", 5/32", 1/8", 3/32", 1/4".

Plate 9681. Typical 80 Crescent Wrench.

100H 674-4 SEPT 68
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Plate 9684. Typical Handful of 1/4" Flat Washers. Plate 9686. Typical Screwdriver approximately
8" length.

Plate 9685. Typical Brass or Steel Shim Stock
.005" Thick. Plate 9687, Typical Open End Wrenche size -

7/16".

SEPT 68 100H 675-2
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Contactor Tip Replacement (Refer to Plate 3197). When a projection of as much as 1/16 inch high
builds up on a tip, it should be removed by

C A UT I 0 N filing. Tips should not be filed flat, but
projection should be filed down to general

BEFORE MAKINGANY REPLACEMENTSOR ADJUSTMENTS.. Tevel of the tip surface. A projection on a
contact tip does not impair its operating

....DISCONNECT BATTERY. efficiency and the only reason for removal of
the projection is to eliminate the possibility
of the projection building up to a size that
would mechanically lock the tips together.

Don't file away contact life trying to
eliminate discoloration or trying to smooth
up the contact surfaces. File only to remove
a projection which has built up to as much as
1/16 inch.

Contact tips should not be greased or oiled
under any circumstances. Grease or oil on the
contact surfaces increases the surface resist-
ance and may be the cause of collecting suffi-
cient dirt to prevent contacts closing and
making a circuit. In addition, the high resist-

ance, caused by the grease or oil, results in
more heat and contact burning at the time of
making a circuit.

NOTE

U CONTACTORTIP STUD TORQUE
Contactor Torque (in. lbs.)

F-R 80-100 (5/16 stud)
P-1A 80-100 (5/16 stud)
P-1A 45-60 (1/4 stud)

(Early Production)

Stud to be peened after torquing to above
figure or locking device used.

Plate 9688. "Typical" Battery Disconnect

Actual replacement of contacts should only be
made after 90% of the tip material has been
burned away.

The following figures show six contacts in vari- gge
ous stages of wear. These are reference numbered
from 1 through 6. Of these six illustrated, only
the contact numbered 1 is worn or burned badly
enough that it should be replaced. All of the
other contacts shown have a great deal of life
left in them, although the contact surfaces are
burned to a dark color and they show pitting.

Refer to contact number 6. This is the worst
of the five contacts that are still serviceable.
The pits in this contact are 1/16 inch deep, yet
despite the appearance, 80% of the contact tip
material is still present, hence 70% of the Plate 9690. Typical Contactor Arm Alignment
original life expectancy could be obtained by
continued use of this contact. Use Plate 9690 for an easy approach to aligning

normally open stationary and moveable tips.

100H 676-1 SEPT 68
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No. 5

NO. 3

No. 2

NO. 1

Plate 3197. Typical Contactor Tips

SEPT 68 100H 677-1
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3/32"
(.094 )

DC

- SEALED

e /

Plate 9691. Typical Wipe Check

Checking Wipe

To measure wipe (Plate 9691) seal the armature
plate fully and hold with screwdriver (A) while
measurement is taken with a 3/32" drill. This
drill, when held parallel to the back surface
of moveable arm (B) must slide freely between
points C & D.

The minimum wipe for the F-R contactor is 3/32".
The wipe for pump and 1A contactor is 3/32-1/80.

100H 678-¡ SEPT 68
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Ad usting Wipe

Wipe is controlled by three conditions:

(1) Stationary normally open tip, (new or worn).

(2) improper (off brand) tips or tip kits
supplied by anyone but Clark which could have
wrong angle bends in the moveable or stationary
arms.

(3) Angle at end (A) Plate 9692 of moveable
contact arm support stop. Correct wipe can be
obtained by the bending of (A) which will either
increase or decrease wipe. When bending must be
done to get proper wipe, then a special tool (c)
# 0-1 is recommended. This tool, if used care-

fully, will guarantee the whole surface of the
stop will be bent evenly and kept parallel to
the back surface of the moveable tip (D). To
increase wipe bend up (E). To decrease wipe
bend down (F).

A

D

Ti

i TOOL
0-1

PÎate 9692. Typical Wipe Adjustment

SEPT 68 100H 679-1
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E

P & 1A CONTACTOR F & R CONTACTOR

Plate 9703. Typical contactors

Adjustment of Interlock (R)

The electrical interlock must operate with a
(0.015 in. P and 1A or 0.035 in. F and R) thick
shim (F1) between armature and core. Snapping
noîse indicates interlock (R) has operated. Also,
with a 0.015 in. thick shim (F2 - all contactors)
between interlock operator and plunger. Plunger
must not bottom with armature seated against
core.

100H 680-1 SEPT 68
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Contactor Tip Gap Check

Check all air gaps for the following dimensions:

Forward & Reverse:
Normally open 3/ß" - 13/32"
Normally closed 3/32" - 1/8"

Pump & 1A:
Normally open 3/16" - 7/32"

Proper settings can best be measured by using
new twist drills of proper sizes. See Plate 9693,

13/32"

Plate 9693. Typical Gap Check

SEPT 68 100H 681-0
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ARM
SUPPORT
BRACKET

Plate 9694. Typical Gap Adjustment

F-R Gap Adiustment

The normally open contact gap of F & R contactor
is adjustable by moving arm support bracket
(Plate 9694) which has slotted holes to permit

either increasing or decreasing contactor alr
gap....(3/8" - 13/32").

NOTE

If wipe and normally open gap are correct......
normally closed gap should be within limits....
(3/320 - 1/80).

100H 682-0 SEPT 68
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I

P & lA CONTACTOR F & R CONTACTOR

Plate 9703. Typical Contactors

P-1A Gap Adjustment

To obtain proper gaps on 1A and pump tips,
adjust by adding or removing egual number of
washers under armature stop posts (P).

SEPT 68 100H 683-0
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H D

Plate 9696. Typical Spring Adjustment

Spring Tension Adiustments With contactor in its normal open position,
insert tag wire (A) at a vertical mid point

Spring tensions consists of three to each on the tip surface and attach spring tension
contactor (TA-P-F & R), All three are explained gage of either type, being sure it is held at
and illustrated in detail. The three spring a right angle to surface (B). Using index
tensions can be identified as follows: finger placed lightly in position (C) to detect

slightest movement of normally open tip (D)
1. Initial read scale when tip first begins to re-seat on
2. Armature Opening Force its stop after being slightly moved away from
3. Final stop. Proper spring tension is 56 - 64 oz.

Starting with Initial , known as Initial, If pressure is less than minimum, add a plain
Normally Open Tip Pressure refer to Plate 9696 1/4" flat washer (E) as shown in its proper
for P & 1A and PI ate 9697 for FS R. position just under cotter key or "E" ring

(indicated by dotted lines) (F) and reassemble.
Pump and 1A Adiustments Repeat procedure of reading pressure and add

additional washer if necessary.
To avoid confusion let's take them separately' A A
starting with 1A and P.

100H 684-0 SEPT 68
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D C

EF

i

Plate 9697. Typical Spring Adjustments

F-R Spring Tension Adiustments Using index finger placed lightly in position
(C) to detect slightest movement of normally

The adjustment of F & R (Plate 9697) has a open tip (D) read scale when tip first begins
slightly different approach and set-up. to re-seat on its stop after being slightly

moved away from stop. Proper spring tension
The change in set-up is due to the FSR con- is 40 - 48 oz.
tactors having both normally open and normally
closed tips. We must then block the armature If pressure is less than minimum, add a plain
plate (G) at a mid point to be sure both sets 1/4" flat washer (E) as shown in its proper
of tips (normally open and normally closed) are position just under cotter key (indicated by
in an open position so the initial contact tip dotted lines) (F), and reassemble. Repeat
pressure can be read correctly. To accomplish procedure of reading pressure and add addi-
this we utilize two screwdrivers (H & J). Screw- tional washers if necessary.
driver H to limit action of armature plate (G)
at a mid point and screwdriver (J) to hold
armature in mid position. lnsert tag wire (A)
at a vertical mid point on the tip surface and
attach spring tension gage of either type being
sure it is held at a right angle to surface (B).

SEPT 68 100H 685-0
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C

D

TOOL
0-3

E

Plate 9698. Typical Armature Adjustment

Armature Spring Pressure Adjustment

Depending upon type of spring tension gage used,
follow either Plate 9698 or 9699. Proper spring
tension is 32 - 38 oz. On all contactors.

A push action (A) (Plate 9698) from the spring
tension gage is utilized here to check pressure.

With the contactor in its normal open position,
place spring tension gage and toof # 0-3,
Plate 9698 at a point 1 3/4" up from pivot
point (B). Use index finger (C) to again detect
slightest movement of normally open tip (D).
Read scale when armature first begins to contact
stop after being moved away slightly. If high
or low, adjustmnet can be made through varying
tension of spring (E) to bring to proper setting.

100H 686-0 SEPT 68
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C

D

CLARK
PART#8867E1

Plate 9699. Typical Armature Adjustment

Armature Spring Pressure Ad|ustment (Cont.) bring to proper setting.

Plate 9699 merely shows use of a different type
of spring tension gage. Your procedure, how-
ever, is the same. But for your convenience we
will repeat this procedure.

Proper spring tension is 32 - 38 oz. for all
contactors.

A push action (Plate 9699) from the spring tension
gage is utilized here to check pressure.

With the contactor in its normal open position,
place spring tension gage at a point 1 3/4"
up from pivot point (B). Use index finger (C)
to again detect slightest movement of normally
open tip (D). Read scale when armature first
begins to contact stop after being moved away

M ' slightly. If high or low, adjustment can be
made through varying tension of spring (E) to

SEPT 68 100H 687-0
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A

E

D

Plate 9700. Typical Spring Check

Final Normally Open Contact Tip Pressure .

Follow the one procedure explained and illustrated
above for all contactors (1A-P-F & R). See
Plate 9700.

With tag wire (A) positioned at a mid point
vertically on the tip itself and spring tension
gauge held at a right angle to surface (B), seal
the armature plate (E)....and while keeping
sealed with a screwdriver (D)....read spring
tension gauge when tips first begin to re-seat
after being slightly separated. Proper spring
tension is 46 - 56 oz. for F-R....and 60 - 68 oz.
for P-1A.

100H 688-0 SEPT 68
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NOTE: WIPE ALL DlRT FROM FITTINGS BEFORE APPLYING A GREASE GUN.

LI FT CHAlNS.

M
E SPPED.

ANCHORPINS.
BRAKE CAMSHAFT.

GHT ANCHOR

BRAKEL I NKAGE.
O TILT CYLINDER

DRAG LINKS. ANCHOR PtNS,
1DLER ARM.

KNUCKLE PINS.

ty KNUCKLEPlNS.

TI
DRAG LINK. TIE RODS.

SPIDER BEARINGS.

Lubrication Chart Key

NLGI #2 (Amolith grease --

EP #2 or its equivalent)

- 886399 CHAIN LUBE
ENGINE OIL: S.A.E. 20

REFER TO PAGES 100H 073
AND 1000H 1303

NLGI #1 (Amolith grease
EP #1 or its equivalent) 0¯¯ ] SLIDING TANDEMLUBE

CLARK NUMBER886396.

OIL FILTER NLGi #l (knol ith grease
CARTRIDGE KIT EP #1 or its equivalent)

1800200 HYDRAULIC BRAKE HYDRAULIC FLUID - CLARK
FLUID HEAVYDUTY S.A.E. 70R3 SPEC. MS-68 885385

OCT 68 REY 100H 772-1
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AXLE ADAPTER.

(CHECK LUBRICANT LEVEL
EVERY 100 OPERATLNG HOURS.
DRAIN & REFILL EVERY 1000
OPERAT1NG HOURS.)

(CHECK LUBRICANT LEVEL
EVERY 100 OPERATING HOURS

PI5TON HEAD
SLIDE GUIDES.
(LUBRICATE EVERY 100

STEERlNG GEAR
¯

--- OPERATING HOURS.
MACHINES 50 EQUIPPED.)

(CHECK FLUID LEVEL
EVERY 100 OPERATING
HOURS, DRAIN & REFlLL (CLEAN & REPACK EVERY
EVERY 500 OPERAT1NG 1000 OPERATING HOURS.)
HOURS.) AXLE

ENDSHYDRAULIC
SUMP TANK.

O

SE ER C DLER

HYDRAULIC
-----

CYLINDER. (CHECK
OlL FILTER FLUID LEVEL EVERY

(REPLACE FILTER 100 OPERATING HOURS.)
CARTRIDGE EVERY
500 OPERATING HOURS.)

MISCELLANEOUS
MACHINE LINKAGE I WHEEL BEARINGS.
NOT OTHERW\SE (CLEAN &,REPACK EVERY
SPECIFIED. 1000 OPERATING HOURS.)

100H 773-2 0CT 68 REV
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500 HOURS

NUTS BOLTS & CAPSCREWS.
CHECK SECURITY OF MOUNT1NG,
TIGHTEN AS REQUIRED.

HYDRAULIC SUMP
FILTER ELEMENT

HYDRAULIC

SUt1CHANGE

TANK DRAIN &
REFILL

STEERING AXLE
' LINKAGE ADJUST

STEERING GEAR

NOTE

CHECK-ADJUST

AFTER EACH 500 HOURS OF 0PERATION, PERFORM THE ABOVE
SERVICES IN ADDITION TO THE ONES LISTED ON THE 8 HOUR
AND 100 HOUR LUBRICATION AND PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE
ILLUSTRATIONS.

Plate Lubrication and Preventive Maintenance lilustration

JAN 69 500H 072-4
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DRAIN SUMP TANK AND CHANGE HYDRAULIC FILTER 3. Allow tanks to thoroughly drain and
ELEMENT ---- USED WITH SOLIO STATE CONTROL then flush each tank with at least two quarts
EQ,UIPPED UNITS. of clean hydraulic fluid.

NOTE C A UT I ON

if desired, the hydraulic pump and motor assembly 00 NOT OPFRATE THE HYDRAULIC PUMP WHILE THE
may be swung outward by removing retainer (A).

SUMP TANK 1S EMPTYAS DAMAGETO THE HYDRAULIC
1. Lower upright, turn power switch to the

off position and open both L.H. and R.H. frame PUMP WILL RESULT.
doors to allow access to the sump tank drain
plugs and hydraulic fi fter. 4. Disconnect hose and remove hydraulic

filter retaining bolts and pull fi iter assembly
2. Remove sump fill plug from L.H. tank out of the sump tank. REMOVEANY REMAINING

and sump breather from R.H. tank. Using a hose GASKET MATERIAL FROM MOUNTINGFLANGES.
attached to a funnel, place unattached end of
hose in a large container and remove drain plugs. 5. Clean out any residue left in the

sump cavity_ *see below

HYDRAULIC PUMP

RET INER A
HYDRF LTCERAMSSEMBNL

PUMP MOTOR! L.H. DOOR

h

Plate 8661. Sump Tank, Filter and Pump

NOTE

*Continue on Page 500H 174 for remainder of draining
and filling procedures.

500H 171-0 17 MAR 66
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SUMP
FLUID FtLTER

III.

MW HYDRAULIC i

PUMP PUMP MOTOR

L.H. DOOR

Plate 7556. Sump Tank, Filter and Pump

DRAIN SUMP TANK AND CHANGE 4. Flush each tank with about twe
HYDRAULIC FILTER ELEMENT quarts of clean hydraulic fluid,

1. Lower upricht. Turn power switch C A UT I ON
to off position.

DO NOT DPERATE HYDRAULIC PUMP WHILE SUMP
2. Open both L.H. and R.H. frame TANK IS EMPTY AS DAMAGE TO HYDRAULIC PUMP

doors to allow access to the sump tank WILL RESULT.
drain plugs and hydraulic filter.

5. Disconnect hose and remove hydrau-
3. Remove sump fill plug from L.H. lic filter retaining bolts,

tank and sump breather from R.H. tank.
Using a hose attached to a funnel, place 6. Pull filter assembly out of sump
unattached end of home in a large con- tank and remove any remaining gasket
tainer. material from mounting f1anges.

apr Remove drain plags and allow tanks to 7. Clean out any residue left in the
thoroughly drain, sump cavity.

500H 173-2 25 MAR 64
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9. Install filter to pump hose and
tighten hose connections,

10. Replace drain plugs and fill sump
tanks to within 1 1/2 to 2 inches of the

""" filler hole. Only use hydraulic fluid per
Clark Specifications MS-68. Operate hydrau-
lic cylinders and recheck system for leaks.
If there are no leaks present, close both
the access frame doors and secure with
fasteners provided. Replace fill plug and
sump breather to their correct locations.

CAUT I ON

THE HYDRAULlc SYSTEM MUST BE KEPT CLEAN.

IT MAY BE NECE5SARY TO DRAIN, CLEAN AND

REFlLL THE SUMP TANK MORE OFTEN UNDER

ADVERSE CONDITIONS. THIS IS BEST DETERMINED

Plate 5274. Hydraulic Oil Filter BY CHECKING HYDRAULic FLUID FOR EVIDENCE

8. Install new filter element and OF DIRT, SLUDGE OR ANY FOREIGN MATTER AT
gaskets to the filter housing and secure
housing to the sump tank with the attach- PERIODIC INTERVALS. IF SUMP BREATHER
ing capscrews.

BECOMES DIRTY REPLACEMENT IS NECESSAR¥.
N 0 TE

THE FILTER ATTACHING BOLTS SHOULD BE

TIGHTENED TD 40 to 50 INCH POUNDS. IF

THIS TORQUE IS EXCEEDED, DISTORT10N OF THE

HOUSING MAY OCCUR, CAUSING LEAKAGE.

25 MAR 64 500H 174-2
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STEERING GEAR C A UT I ON

Steering gear adjustments must be made APPROACH EXTREME ENDS CAUTIOUSLY; WORMBALL
in the foi lowing manner (see Plates 6636 and
6637). NUT MUST NOT STRIKE ENDS WITH ANY DEGREE OF

Always check worm bearing thrust adjust- FORCE.
ment, and adjust if necessary, before making
sector gear lash adjustment. Then turn to extreme left, counting the

exact number of turns from right to left end.
Before making above adjustments, the Turn wheel back one-half number of wheel turns.

following preliminary operations are necessary. Mark wheel with respect to steering column so
center position may readily be found during

1. Disconnect steering drag link from adjustment procedures,
pitman arm. Note relative position of drag
link parts when disconnecting link so the parts Worm Bearing THRUST Adjustment: Refer
may be re-assembled correctly. to Plate 6636 and proceed as foi lows:

2. Check lubricant level in steering 1. Check tightness of cover bolts, see
gear housing. If low, add enough lubricant to Plate 6636. Loosen lock nut and turn lash
bring level up to filler plug hole, (Use adjuster screw (Plate 6637) counterciockwise
NLGI #1 Amolith grease EP #1 or its equivalent). a few turns to provide clearance between

sector gear and worm ball nut.
3. Tighten steering gear housing to

frame side member bolts, see Plate 6636.

4. Determine straight-ahead position of
steering mechanism by turning steering wheel to
extreme right.

LOCK NUT

THRUST
ADJUSTOR

UTL
BALL NUT

SECTOR GEAR

Plate 6637. Steering Gear Lash Adjustment
(Sector Gear)

2. Turn steering wheel GENTLY to one
SECTOR GEAR

'
,, extreme end. Turn wheel back one full turn.

With spring scale on spoke of wheel, measure
pull required to KEEP WHEEL MOV1NG. Pull on

covER BOLTS LOCK NUT scale should be made at right angles to wheel
spoke. If pull is within 1 1/2 to 2 pounds,
proceed to lash adjustment in the following
paragraphs. If pull is not within 1 1/2 to

Plate 6636. Steering Gear Thrust Adjustment 2 pounds, adjust worm bearings. The pitman
(Worm Bearings) shaft adjustment must be made if worm bearing

check is accomplished, or if the worm bearings
are adjusted.

3. If it is necessary to adjust the
worm bearings, loosen lock nut and then turn
worm bearing adjuster nut clockwise until all
end play is removed, see Plate 6636. Using

REV SEPT 68 500H 202-0
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spring scale, as directed in Step 2, check pull
and readjust as necessary; then tighten lock
nut securely.

Sector Gear Lash Adjustment: Refer to Plate
6637 and proceed as follows:

1. Steering Gear Mechanism must be in
straight ahead position as previously explained.

2. Turn lash adjuster screw clockwise
to remove all lash between gear teeth. Tighten
adjuster screw lock nut. Position spring scale
on steering wheel so pull may be made at right
angles to wheel spoke.

3. Measure pull while wheel is TURNED
THROUGHCENTER POSITION. Readjust if reading
is not within 2 1/2 to 3 pounds.

4. Tighten adjuster screw lock nut,
check pull again.

5. After adjustments are made, install
drag link on pitman arm.

NOTE

If steering linkage adjustment is necessary
do not install drag link to pitman arm.

500H 203-0 REV SEPT 68
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F
PITMAN ARM

20°

E

28
. FRONT

B IDLER ARM

tour STEER
ARAA REAR

Plate 7569. Typical Steering Linkage (Side View)

Linkage Adjustment Specifications
Steer Gear (Nian ual Steering) Steer Gear overtravel (Nkan ual Steering)
1. Center to R.H. turn, without drag link
attached, takes 3.30 turns of hand wheel. Over travel of hand wheel should be

a minimum of
90° beyond the steer axie

2. Center to L.H. turn, without drag link stops for both clockwise and counterclock-

attached, takes 3.27 turns of hand wheel. wise rotation.

3. Total number of turns of hand wheel Steer Axle (Akanualand Power Steering)
from full cramp to full cramp with the
drag link attached is 6 turns. 1. Turn angle of inside wheel: 76.5°

4. Steer effort or hand wheel rim pull: 2. Turn angle of outside wheel: 54°15'
(steer wheels on ground)

3. For linkage adjustment, refer to the
Ec50, 47# + 'r - 10% following page.

Up Ec60, 55# + or - 10%
EC70, 65# + or - 102

6 JUN67 REV 500H 302-6
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STEERING AXLE AND LINKAGE ADJUSTMENTS ff adjustment is necessary, remove
and re-install Pitman arm to obtain the

1. Raise the steering wheels far previously listed adjustment. Tighten Pit-

enough to clear the floor and allow man arm nut to the torque listed in
accessibility to the Idler Arm, see Plate Specifications iñ front of this manual.
7569.

6. Check steer wheels for correct
W A RN I NG turning geometry by turning the wheels all

the way to the left --- this should allow
AFTER RAISING MACHINE AND BEFORE MAKING the right steer wheel to attain an angle

of 54 1/4° to the frame.
ANY ADJUSTMENTS OR ADJUSTMENT CHECKS, PLACE

If adjustment is necessary, the axle
ADEQUATE (HEAVY) BLOCKING (SUFFICIENT TO stops on the right hand side of the axle

are turned "in" or Mout", whichever is
SUPPORT THE WEIGHT OF THE MACHINE) UNDER necessary to achieve the correct angle.

Repeat this procedure with the left wheel.
THE FRAME TO PREVENT ACCIDENTAL LOWERING

7. Turn steer wheels to the straight
OR FALLING OF THE VEHICLE, THUS PREVENT- ahead position.

ING PERSONAL INJURY TO MECHANIC OR 8. Loosen lock nut on front drag
link and adjust rod end as necessary

BYSTANDERS, allowing front drag 11nk to be attached
to the Pitman arm without moving any

2. The steering wheels should be of the previously adjusted components "out"
parallel with the sides of the truck so of adjustment. Tighten lock nut.
that the steer axle spider is centered
and so that the tires track square with 9. Remove steer (hand) wheel and
the drive wheels with no toe-in or toe- replace on steering column with the center
out, spoke aligned + or -

10° with the center . A
line of the machine --- the center spoke

If adjustment is necessary, foosen the pointing back.
lock nuts at the tie rod ends and turn
each tie rod in a manner so they will NOTE
be the same length when the correct
adjustment is obtained. Tighten tie rod CHECK STEERING GEAR SUPPORT BOLTS FOR
lock nuts to secure this adjustment.

SECURITY OF MOUNTING. TIGHTEN MOUNTLNG
3. Rear drag link should be adjusted

so that center line between points "B" & "D" BOLTS AND CLAMP BOLTS TO 90 FOCT POUNDS
is approximately 5° from vertical centerline
as shown in the illustration on the pre- TORQUE.
ceding page.

10. If interferences are encountered
If adjustment is necessary, loosen the during steer linkage travel between full

lock nuts at the drag link rod ends and right to full left turn, linkage is
turn drag link until the correct adjust- misadjusted --- repeat Steps 2 thru 8
ment is obtained. Tighten drag link lock until correct adjustments are obtained.
nuts to secure this adjustment. Repeat Step 9 if necessary, after complet-

ing Steps 2 thru 8.
4. Center steer hand wheel (steer

gear) between full right and full left 11. Remove blocking from under machine
cramp. Refer to "Steering Gear Adjustments" frame and lower vehicle to the floor.
listed on the preceding pages for correct
procedure. (Do not install front drag link NOTE
until later.)

IF NEW COMPONENTS WERE INSTALLED FOR ANY
5. Pi taan arm should be adjusted so

that center line between Pol nts "E" & "F" REASON, BE SURE TO PROPERLY LUBRICATE AS
is approximately 20° from vertical in
direction shown in the preceding illustra- INSTRUCTED IN THE LUBRICATION CHART ON
tion. (This rotates Pl tman arm two serra- 44
tions towards front of truck.) PAGE \OOH 773.

500H 303-9 20 MAR 64
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STEERING AXLE AND LINKAGE ADJUSTMENTS
(VEHICLES EQUIPPED WITH POWER STEERING)

Specifications

1. Center to R.H. turn, without drag link attached, takes
2.7 turns of hand wheel.

2. Center to L.H. turn, without drag link attached, takes
2.76 turns of hand wheel.

3. Total number of turns of hand wheel from full cramp to
full cramp with the drag link attached is 5 turns.

4. Steer effort or hand wheel rim pu.. (steer wheels on the
ground): 3/4 to l 1/2 lbs.

+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

+ Refer to preceding page [500H 303) and follow the +
+ procedure outlined for manual steering, then con- +

+ tinue with paragraph below for adjusting the power +

+ steering cylinder. +

+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

Vehicles Equipped with Power Steering

Refer to Plate 7569 on page 500H 302. As you will note the
rear drag link is connected to the spider steer arm (at item "A")
of the steer axle. The rod end of the steer cylinder is connected
to another arm on the spider assembly, while the base end or anchor
end of the steer cylinder is attached to the vehicle frame.

With cylinder in retracted position, measure the distance
between center line of rod end to center line at anchor end (center
line of retainer pin that anchors the steer cylinder to the vehicle
frame). This distance should be 18 1/16 inches.

[This adjustment will provide approximabely 3/16
inches between the end of the piston and the end
of the cylinder case, preventing the steer cyl-
inder from bottoming out when turning in either
direction.]

If the distance is incorrect, rotate rod end until specified
distance is obtained. Tighten clamp bolt nut to 30 - 40 lbs. torque.

(Unless the steer cylinder is disconnected, removed
for repair or replacement, adjustment should not be
necessary after original factory installation.)

6 JUN 67 500H 304-2
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1000 BCURS

UPRIGHT
ADJUSTMENT
CHECK

HYDRAULIC PRESSURE
CHECK

AXLE ADAPTER
DRAIN-REFILL

BRAKE SYSTEM
BLEED

PUMP MOTOR
pr INSPECT SEAT SAFETY

BRAKE LINKAGE
CHECK-ADJUST

AXLE END5¯ CLEAN-REPACK

AND ADJUST

DRIVE MOTOR
INSPECT

STEERING WHEEL
NOTE BEARINGS CLEAN -

LUBRICATE-ADJUST
AFTER EACH 1000 HOURS OF OPERATION, PERFORM THE ABOVE
SERVICES IN ADDITION TO THE ONES LISTED ON THE 8 HOUR,
100 HOUR AND 500 HouR LUBRicATION AND PREVENTIVE
MAINTENANCE ILLUSTRATIONS.

Plate Lubrication and Preventive Maintenance Illustration

1000H 069-2 JAN 69
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Plate 7562. Typical Drive Motor Assembly

10004 671-0 21 MAR 64
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Plate 7565. Typical Drive Motor (DisaSSembled View)
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MOTOR INSPECT10N AND CHECKS

Wirinq: Inspect all connecting wires
to be sure they are secure. Insulation
should not be worn or damaged.

Commutator: If commutator is glazed
or dirty clean with a strip of No. 00
sandpaper. Blow out all dirt and grit
with compressed air.

C A UT I ON

00 NOT USE EMERY CLOTH TO CLEAN COMMUTATOR.

Brushes: The brushes should slide
freely in their holders and make full
contact on the commutator. Worn brushes
(worn beyond half the original length)
should be replaced. Badly chipped , broken
or oil soaked brushes should also be

.

replaced. Brushes may be wiped with a dry
c ean cloth to remove loose particles of

NOTE

DO NOT CLEAN THE BRUSHES IN ANY KIND

OF SDLVENT OR ALLOW THEM TO COME IN CON- av

ggr TACT WITH GREASE OR OIL.

Check brush spring tension with a
spring scale. To check reaction type Plate 6560. Typical Method
brush springs, hook the scale under the Checking Brush Spring Tension
Brush spring near the brush and pull on
a line paralle) with the side of the
brush. Take the reading just as the
spring leaves the brush. To assist in
telling the exact instant that the pres-

sure is relieved , a small strip of paper
can be placed under the brush. Pull
slightly on the paper and the paper will
slip out at the correct instant for read-
ing the spring scale.

If the brush spring tension is too
great, the commutator and brushes will
weer excessively and result in short life.
If the brush spring tension is too low,
there will be a loss of efficiency due
to poor brush contact.

To change brush spring tension, twist
the spring at the holder with long nose
pl iers.

C A UT I 0 N

DO NOT ALLOW SPR1NG TO SNAP DOWN ON A ?
BRUSH, si .

, )
At Refer to Specifications for correct

brush spring tension. Plate 7564. Typical Motor Brushes

1000H 673-2 27 MAR 64
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Plate 7563. Typical Pump Drive Motor
(Refer to preceding page 1000H 673 for Inspection and Checks)
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Plate 6640. Typical Wheel Bearings Plate 6703. Typical Wheel Bearings

STEERING WHEEL BEARINGS NOTE

Adiustment If wheel bearings need adjusting, clean and
repack bearings before making adjustments.

1. Raise rear of machine so that tires Refer to lubrication paragraph. Before repack-
clear floor. Ing wheel bearings, check for any indication

of leakage around hub seals, if such a
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx condition exists, report to designated person
x x in authority.
x W A RN I NG x
x x 3. If looseness or wobble is in the
x AFTER RAISING MACHINE AND BEFORE MAKlNG x wheel bearings, remove hub cap and spindle
x x cotter pin, see (Plate 6640). Tighten nut
x ANYADJUSTMENTS OR ADJUSTMENT CHECKS, x with a 12" wrench, and at the same time rotate
x x the wheel in one direction and then in the
x PLACE ADEQUATE (HEAVY) BLOCKING (SUFFI- x other until there is a slight bind to be sure
x x all bearing surfaces are in contact. Then
x CIENT TO SUPPORT THE WEIGHT OF THE x back off the nut 1/6 to 1/4 turn allowing the
x x wheel to rotate freely. Secure nut at this
x MACHINE) UNDER THE FRAME TO PREVENT x position with a new cotter pin and replace hub
x x cap.
x ACCIDENTAL LOWERING OR FALLING OF THE x
x x Lubrication
x VEHICLE, THUS PREVENTING PERSONAL INJURY x
x x 1. Remove wheels after 1000 hours or
x TO MECHANlc OR BYSTANDERS. x every six months of operation. Clean bearings
x x and repack with NLGI #1 (Anolith grease EP #1
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx or its equivalent.)

2. Inspect adjustment of bearings by 2. Install wheels and adjust wheel
gripping top and bottom of tire, chuck tire bearings as previously described.
Min" and "out" to determine looseness or wobble,

NOTE

Before making wheel bearing adjustments, be sure
play (looseness or wobble) is in the wheel
bearings and not in the king pins.

1000H 803-4 REV SEPT 68
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BRAKE
PEDAL

B A

MASTER CYLINDER

PRESSURE
BLEEDER ME

'D

JAR" SHOULD BE
PO5\TIONED HIGHER
THAN BLEEDER SCREW

Plate 7566. Bleeding Brakes
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GNV BRAKE BLEEDING PROCEDURE Step 6. Install a bleeder hose on
bleeder screw "Du and submerge the

Proper operation of the hydraulic unattached end of the hose in a clean
brake system requires a solid column of transparent jar containing several inches
fluid without air bubbles at all points of brake fluid. NOTE: DURING BLEEDING OF
in the pressure system. Under certain con-

ditions it becomes necessary to bleed fluid THE WHEEL CYLINDERS, THE JAR SHOULD BE
from the system in order to expel air
bubbles which have become mixed with the ELEVATED TO A POSITl0N HIGHER THAN THE
fluid. The necessity of bleeding is indi-
cated by a soft spongy pedal, or at any BLEEDER SCREW MAKING SURE THAT THE END
time a brake line is removed (or broken)
the system must be bled. OF THE HOSE REMAINS SUBMERGEO IN THE

Step 1. Tilt upright back. Place solid FLUID AT ALL TIMES. Loosen bleeder screw
heavy blocks under each upright rail. Tilt and slowly push brake pedal to the floor-
upright forward until vertical to the board and hold pedal in this position
floor. This should allow the drive wheels until bleeder screw is retightened. Repeat
to clear the floor. If the bleeder screws this operation until all air bubbles dis-
are not accessible with the drive wheels appear and clear fluid is being pumped
on the machine, the wheels should be into the jar.
removed.

Step 7. install bleeder hose on the
NOTE remaining bl eeder screw "E" and proceed

as in Step 6.
MACHlNES EQUIPPED WITH PNEURATIC TIRES,

Step 8. After all bleeding has been
DEFLATE TIRES BEFORE REMOVlNG DRIVE WHEELS completed close the pressure bleeder shut-

off cock and loosen hose connection at
FROM MACHINE. master cylinder to allow pressure to

escape. Replace master cylinder vented cap.
Step 2. Check the brake pedal free

travel (see Specifications). Clean dirt Step 9. If drive wheels were removed
from around the vented filler cap of the from the machine replace them. (Inflate
master cylinder reservoir. Brake fluid tires if they are of the pneumatic type).
should be within 1/4 of an inch from the Tilt upright back and remove blocking from
top. With filler cap off the master under each upright rail.
cylinder, depress and release brake pedal.
A small displacement of fluid should be if a pressure bleeder is unavailable,
noticed in the reservoir. If this happens , the system may be bled manually by fol-
the brake pedal (upon being released) is lowing Steps I, 2, 5, 6, 7 and 9. It
returning the master cylinder piston to must be remembered that the brake pedal
its normal position to open a cylinder should be depressed slowly and held to
port. This port must be open. If fluid the floorboard until the line connections
does not return to the reservoir (when or bleeder screws are securely tightened.
releasing brake pedal), this indicates This prevents the possibility of air being
improper pedal free travel and a pedal drawn into the system during the bleeding
adjustment is required. operation. Check master cylinder reservoir

level periodically during manual bleeding
Step 3. To properly bleed the system and fill to within 1/4 of an inch of

it is recommended that a pressure bleeder the top as required,
filled with about two quarts of S.A.E.
70R-3 heavy duty brake fluid be connected
to the master cylinder reservoir point "A".
Pressure bleeder should then be pressurized
to approximately 20 P.5.I.

Step 4. Loosen plug "B" to permit
air to escape from reservoir. Tighten plug
after oil appears around plug.

SteP 5. Loosen tube nut "C" and
allow all air to escape. Tighten tube

tyg¢ nut.

1000H 913-6 23 DEC 63
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BLEEDER SCREW

GASKET

GASKET

SPACER

GASKET

DRIVEN DISC

0-RING
Pl STON

HOUSING LIN ING

LIN ING

Plate 7567. Typical Service Wheel Brake Assembly

DESCRIPTION If it is found that the brake
effectiveness has gradually dropped to a

When depressíng the brake pedal hydrau- noticeable degree (and the system has been
lic pressure is applied to the brakes, the properly bled and pedal free travel is
pistons move out clamping the rotating disc adjusted correctly) the linings are worn
between the pistons and anvil linings pro- beyond their designed limits. If lining
ducing the braking action. When hydraulic wear has reached this point, the replace-

brake pressure is released the clamping ment of linings is necessary. Report to
action is removed and the disc is again designated person in authority.
free to rotate.

1000H 1003-6 21 MAR 64
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CAMROLLER

BRAKE CAM CAM BEARING

(RETURN) CAMROLLER SHAFT
ACTUATING CAM KEY '

SPRING

é
sa

CAM PlVOT SHAFT

LINK
CAM BEARING

SHOE & LINING ASSY.

pp BACK1NG PLATE

o :RAUME

SHOE BEARING
ADJUSTER

THRUST WASHER

Plate 7568. Seat Safety (Parking) Brake

SEAT 5AFETY BRAKE (PARKING BRAKE) 4. With the return spring installed
the bottom of the seat plate should form

1. The parking brake is mounted to an angle of 40 degrees with the top of
the end of the drive motor and is oper- the hood when brakes are applied.
ated by means of linkage attached to the
driver's seat. 5. The brake shoe return spring should

be adjusted to a length of approximately
2. When properly adjusted, the brake 2 1/2 inches to enable the brake to meet

cam will, with action of the seat link- the following specifications.
age, raise new brake shoes off of the
drum 1/8 inch at a point half way 5EAT BRAKE EFFECTIVENESS
between the shoe pivot and the brake cam
pivot. The gap will increase as the shoe The brake must be capable of holding
lining wears- (Refer to the next page.) the truck with full rated load on a

15% grade. To Test: Disconnect seat link-
3. Adjust seat return spring tension age pin (Plate 7410). The driver should

to allow the seat to raise as soon as be seated on the truck with all power
the driver leaves the seat. off. (Refer to following page.)

21 MAR 64 100OH 1172-0
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If adjustment is necessary, rotate
SEAT LINKAGE | ofy adjustor (shown with arrows on preceding
DISCONNECT PiN

' page) as required to provide spring
tension capable of holding truck on a
15% grade. Recheck adjustment.

Plate 7410. Seat Linkage Disconnect Pin

Plate 7570. Brake Adjustment check

1000H 1173-1 21 MAR 64
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~ FILLER PLUG

VENT

LEVEL DIPSTICK

VENT
(KEEP CLEAN) ---- TUBE

LEVEL
PLUG

- DRAIN PLUG

Plate 7549. Typical Axle Adaptor Plate 7550. Typical Axle Adaptor vent

AXLE ADAPTOR.,.,DRAIN AND REFILL AXLE ADAPTOR VENT

Drain and refill every 1000 operating hours at Inspect vent to be sure it is free of obstruc-
operating temperature. Remove drain plug from tions. If vent is not open remove and clean in
bottom of adaptor allowing old lubricant (or a Stoddard type cleaning solvent. Be sure vent
fluid) to completely drain. Replace drain plug. is completely dry before replacing on axle.

Clean dirt from level device (plug or dipstick)
and remove. Fill with the recommended lubricant
or fluid....refer to following paragraph....until
fluid or lubricant reaches the plug opening or
high mark on dipstick. Do not overfill as the
excess quantity will serve no useful purpose.
If the level is too high it will cause excessive
churning and attendantly high lubricant or fluid
temperature and possible leakage.

Use Type "A", Suffix "A", Automatic Transmission
Fluid (fluid containers must display a qualifl-
cation number prefixed by "AQ-ATF"...Ciark Part
Number 879803) or Dexron Automatic Transmission
Fluid in all vehicles beginning with the follow-
ing machine serial number:

EC-----i-831 and above

Use E.P.G.L. S.A.E. #90 Gear Lubricant (Per Clark
Specifications MS-8) in all machines built prior
to the above listed machine serial numbers.

1000H 1303-8 JAN 69 REV
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TI LT VALVE

200000 2400
200 e 280

800 3200
400 3600

4000

LIFT VALVE

Plate 7226. Typical Control Valve
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MAIN HYDRAULIC SYSTEM PRESSURE CHECK NOTE

1. Pressure check at lift valve. ONLY REPRESENTATIVES OF AN AUTHORIZED

a. Remove the pressure check plug CLARK INDUSTRIAL TRUCK DEALER OR THE VENDOR
from the lift valve (Plate 7224) and
install a 0-4000 P.S.I. gauge at this SHOULD REPAIR OR ADJUST THE CONTROLVALVES.
location.

2. Pressure Check at Tilt Valve.
b. Turn key switch on and move

hydraulic control lever to the "lift" a. Provide a means for connecting
position. When the upright has reached its a 0-4000 P.S.I. Pressure gauge at the
maximum height the gauge should register inlet side of the valve (refer to
1750 to 1800 P.S.I. If pressure is not Plate 7224). A tee at the inlet port may
within this range report to designated be used.
person in authority.

b. Turn key switch on and hold
NOTE tilt lever back until upright reaches

maximum back tilt. With the lever held
DO NOT HOLD LIFT LEVER IN "LIFT" POSITION momentarily in this position the pressure

gauge should register 1750 to 1800 P.S.I.
FOR ANY PROLONGED PERIOD AFTER UPRIGHT HAS IF pressure is not within this range

report to designated person in authority.
REACHED IT MAXIMUM HEIGHT. THIS WILL CAUSE

c. If pressure readings are sat-

HEATING OF THE HYDRAULIC OIL AND SHOULD isfactory remove pressure gauge and
securely install intet line in its origin-

SE AVOIDED. al position.

c. If pressure readings are sat-

isfactory remove pressure gauge and install
qq,r plug securely.

100oß 1507-1 30 JAN 64
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UPRIGHT CARRIAGE ROLLER ADJUSTMENT
EQUIPMENT

A. CARRIAGE REMOVAL

Before working on the upright, set parking brake and block drive wheels.

Plate9559 Blocking Machine and Carriage

Step 1. Raise carriage about 4 feet. Place a 4ll x 4" oak beam 3 to 4 feet in length between
carriage and floor as shown. DO NOT STAND DIRECTLY UNDER FORKS, Standing to one side, lower carriage
onto beam as shown.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
X X
X WARN I NG X
X X
X BEFORE WORKING ON UPRIGHT, SET PARKING BRAKE AND BLOCK DRIVE WHEELS AS SHOWN X
X X
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

34MOOlA FEB 68
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PINS

PALLET

Plate 9593 Carriage Pin Replacement Plate 9560 Fork and carriage Blocking

Step 2. Remove anchor pins and replace Step 3. Raise carriage off beam. Place
with 3/8" x 2" bolts. FOR SAFETY REASONS, REMOVE beam on floor so, when lowered, the heal of the
ONLY ONE PIN AT A TlME. This will make pin fork will rest on it as shown.
removal easier when carriage is lowered.

Step 4. Tilt upright full forward.

34MOOlB FEB 68
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PALLET PALLET

Plate 956] Removing Bot ts Plate 9562 Removing chains From Anchors

Step 5. Remove 3/Bil x 21 bolts Place Step 6. Pull chains out of carriage anchor
pal let on fork ends. brackets.

Step 7. Wire chains around chain sheaves
as shown

NOTE

Use the same method on all cylinders.

Plate 9563 Securing chains (Typical)

34MOOIC FEB 68
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PALLET

O

Platc9564 Guiding Piston Head PlateS565 Inner Rail clearing carriage Rollers

Step 8. Guiding piston head with hands on Step 9. Raise inner rail so it just clears
chains raise pistan la full up posillon. upper carriage rollers. Leave upright at full

forward tilt.

SLep [0. Remove blocks and release brake.
Back machine away from carriage.

PALLET

Plate 9566 Backing Machine Away From Carriage

34MOOlD FEB 68
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B. CARRIAGE ROLLER ADJUSTMENT

Plate 9567 Sµanning Inner Rail

Step I. Span inner rail with inside spanning tool to find the smallest distance between the rails.
Lock tool in position.

N 0 TE

FOR S\X ROLLER CARRIAGE ONLY

Alter finding the sniallest distance
between rails, place a shim between
the spanning tool and the inner rail,
then lock spanning tool in position.

34MD0lE FEB 68
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CARRIAGE RDLLER

SLIDING T BEVEL

Plate 9589 Setting T Bevel

NOTE

Check angle al carriage rollers. Roller pin bosses are weled at 2 _+

1/2° and if damaged, replace
carriage roller pin boss assembly. To obtain this contact Central Parts.

To check roller angle use a Sliding T Bevel and Protractor. Lay one side againsL roller surface
and lock in place.

2°

O

PROTRACTOR SLiDING T BEVEL

Plate 959D Checking Roller Angle

Determine degree of angle by placing Protractor on Sliding T Bevel.

34MOOlF FEB 68
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Plate 9568 Setting outside Spanning Tool

Step 2. Set outside spanning tool to match inside spanning tool. Lock tool in posi Lion,

PALLET

Plate 9569 Spanning Upper Rol lers (Four Rol ler Carriage)

Step 3. Span upper carriage rollers at their outer most camber point. Add or subtract ...
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EqulPMENT EQUlpMENT

PALLET

Plate 957D Spanning Upper Rollers (Six Roller Carriage)

...shims aL rol ler shaft to reach tool size.

NOTE

Before centering carriage rollers
check outer thrust rollers for secur-
ity and condit lon of bearings. If
loose tighten and stake. If worn

's replace.

Plate 957\ securing DuLer Thrust Roller
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I

PlaLe 9572 centering Carriage Rol lers

Step 4. Center carriage rollers vaithin outer thrust rollers by placing 6" scale on the carriage
roller surface and measuring the disLance to the outer thrust roller face. Add or subtract shims from
one roller to the other Lo make measurement equal.

PALLET

« J

l

Plate 9573 squaring carriage Rollers (Four Roller Carriage)

Step 5. Square carriage rollers by placing carpenters square at the outer most camber of the .
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E@UIPMENT EQUIPMENT

es "I
PALLET

0

Plate 9574 squaring carriage Rollers (Six Roller Carriage)

upper and lower rollers. Hold square in place with ankle and hand as shown.

Step 6. Hold square and measure the dis-

ance between the top face (or lip) of the upper
fork bar to the edge of the square at Point A.
Now take a measurement at opposite end of square

SQUARE .... these measurements should be the same. If
they are not, add or remove shims on lower
roller shaft until distance measured at each
end is equal.

LP

Plate 9575 Measuring For Squareness
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PALLET

Plate 9576 Spanning Lower Rollers (Four Roller Carriage)

Step /. Span lower rollers. Add or subtract shims to (the roller that has not been squared) ...

PALLET

Plate 951/ Spanning Lower Rollers (Six Roller Carriage)

... reach the size of the outside SpannÍng Lool.
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I

PALLET

Plate 9578 checking Squareness (Four Roller carriage)

Step 8. Check opposite side for
sauareness (by hold¡ng square in the
same manner as before and checking ...
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Plate 9579 Checking Squareness (six Roller carriage)

... measurement). This side will
be square within 1/32"; if not, return
to steP 5. and repeat procedure.
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SIX ROLLER CARRJAGE ONLY

PALLET

Plate 9580 Top Roller clearance

Step 1. Place square on the vertical center line of the carriage rollers, as shown above. There
must be some clearance between the square and the side surface of the top roller. This clearance
should not exceed 1/32" or one shim

USE ALLEN WRENCH

I PALLET

Step 2. if adjustment is necessary, remove
allen screw, lock washer and flat washer to add
or remove sh ims on shaft. Tighten screw
securely after completing adjustment.

Plate 9581 Removing Top Roller
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EQUIPMENT EQUIPMENT

PALLET /

Plate 9582 Top Roller clearance

Step 3. Check opposite upper roller in the samemanner; adjust if necessary.

CORR ECT INCOR RECT

USE ALLEN --

WRENCH
SLIDING SLIDING

NMER THRUST .

T BEVEL T BEVER

ROLLER

* INNER THRUST
ROLLER

Plate 9583 checking squarenessucoRRECT Plate 9584 Checking SquarenessalNCORRECT

Step 4. Check squareness of inner thrust rollers with Sliding T Bevel. Set Sliding T Bevel to
r

90° using carpenters square.

Step 5. Add or subtract shims for adjustment (Use allen wrench see Plate 9584).
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PALLET

0

Plate 9574 Square And side Thrust Roller

INNER THRUST ROLLER

64 Step 6. The inner thrust roller is to pro-

ject 1/64" past line of square. Use one thrust
roller shim and eyeball distance as shown
(Plate 9573 and Plate 9585).

Step 7. Repeat Step 6. on opposite side.

Plate9585 Reading Roller Projection
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C, CARRIAGE INSTALLATION

NOTE

Before installing carriage, check
upright for proper shimming adj-

ustment.

Step l. Drive machine up to carriage and
position upright to match tilt of carriage. / ()

Step 2. Raise inner rails to just clear
upper carriage rol iers.

PALLET

Plate 9565 inner Rail clearing carriage Rollers

Step 3. Continue to drive macnine forward
until inner rails line up with upper carriage
rollers, then.... slowly lower inner rails to

=FR_F=k¿ full down position.

C A UT I ON

CHECK TO BE SURE THE TOP CARRIAGE ROLLERS ARE

GUIDING INTO INNER RAIL.

Plate 9591 Rollers Guiding Into Inner Rail
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Plate 9586 Pulling Piston Head Down Plate 9587 Installing Bolts

Step 3(a). Remove wires holding \ift chains. Step 4. Put chain anchors in carriage
anchor brackets and install 3/8" x 2" bolts in

(b). With a chain in each hand and anchor pin holes.
someone holding the lift cylinder lever down,
pull the piston to full down position. Place
chains behind carriage.

I

step 5. Raise carriage about Si and place
a 33 to 4' long 4"x4" wooden beam under i t.
DO NDT stand directly under forks. Lower
carriage onto beam.

Step 6. Replace bolts with anchor pins.

Plate 9593 Carriage Pin Replacement
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>J

Plate 9588 installing Cotter Pins

Step 7. Replace cotter pins in anchor pins.

Step 8. Raise and lower carriage to ful l
positions checking all phases of operation.
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9"

INSIDE SPANNING TOOL

DUTS1DE SPANNING TOOL
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i I I i

SHIM GUAGE

CARPENTERS SQUARE

¯-

SLIDING T BEVEL

PROTRACTOR
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CUIRK, MASTER MAINTENANCE MANUAL
EQUIPMENT

UPR I GHT ROLLER ADJUSTMENT
EQUIPMENT

UPRIGHT ROLLER ADJUSTMENT -- STANDARDAND HILO

Step 1(a). Remove carriage. Refer to
CARRIAGE REMOVAL.

--
- Before checking roller clearance, position

-
- inner rail about 5" above full down position.

Check both sides for roller clearance at
--

----- (top and bottom) of inner rail. Use tool to
determine the number of shims to be added and
record this number on the rail. Record number
of shims to be used, on outer rail (for top
rollers only). Record number of shims to be
used on inner rail (for bottom rollers only).

There is to be some clearance but it is
not to exceed 1/32".

Plate 9624
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EQUIPMENT EQUIPMENT

I

Step 1(b). Raise inner rail to \/2 of its
full up position. With tool and bar, check
the roller clearance in the same manner as
before.

Record number of shims to be used, on
outer rail (for top rollers only).

Record number of sh ims to be used on
, inner rail (for bottom rollers only).

Plate 9625
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EQUIPMENT EQUIPMENT

Step 1(c). Raise inner rail to full up
position and with tool and bar, check for

/ rol ler clearance in the manner as before.

Record number of shims to be used, on
outer rail (for top rollers only).

Record number of sh ims to be used, on
inner rail (for bottom rollers only).

Plate 9626
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SNAP RlNG

SREETE ENNER RRINNG

STEP 2 .

STEP l.

Plate 9627

REMOVALOF INNER RAIL

Step 1. Raise inner rail about 5 inches and place a 2" x 4" block between upper tie bars. Lower
inner rail until block supports it.

The upright you are working with may have a different piston anchor than the one shown above,
remove it accordingly.

Step 2(a), Secure piston head with chain hoist.

(b). Remove lift cylinder from upper anchor
1. Remove snap ring
2. Place two (2) #6-32X2" round head slotted machine screws (in holes provided) in
retainer ring.

(c). Remove segement ring.
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EQUIPMENT EQUIPMENT

t

I I

Plate 9628

Step 3. Place a safety strap or chain
around outer rei! as shown.

Step 4. Lower piston head out of anchor
using pry bar. With the upright tilted forward
the piston will rest on the strap or chain. Plate 9630

Step 6. Place lifting device hook in hole
of cylinder anchor. Raise about 20 and remove
block between tie bars.

MACHANICAL
SAFETY
STOP

Plate 9679

Step 5. Remove mechanical safety stops with
allen wrench.
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'
EQUIPMENT

Step 7. Raise inner rail out of outer rail.

Step 8. Leave inner rail in this position
while adjusting rollers.

Step 9. Adjusting upright rollers:

"
A. Outer rail rollers." 1. Count the number of shims at the right
and left hand rollers,

2. Look at the three (3) numbers you
recorded on the outer rail in Step 1. The
smallest of these numbers is the total number
of shims to be added. A "0" means DO NOT add
shims.

3. Your target for adjustment is to have
the same number of shims at each upper roller.
If you end up with an extra shim DO NOT remove
it. Mark the side having an extra shim.

B, Inner rail rollers
1. Count the number of shims at the r[ght

and left hand rollers,
2. Look at the three (3) numbers you

recorded on the inner rail in Step l. Go
through the same steps you followed in adjust-
ing the upper rollers.

3. If you end up with an extra shim here
too, besure it is on the same side as the extra am
upper shim.

Plate 9631 C. Replace inner rail.
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SNAP RING

RETAINER R1NG STEP 13.

SEGEMENTRING
STEP 12.

STEP 10.

STEP
I

WWW MECHANICAL
SAFETY
STOP

Plate 9632

Step 10(a). Place block between upper tie-bars. Lower inner rail until block supports it.

(b). Unhook lifting device.

Step 11. Install mechanical safety stops. Besure to install lock washer and screw fasteners.

Step 12. Guide piston into anchor with one hand and move the lift lever with the other.

Step 13. Secure lift cy\inder to anchor.

(a). Install segement ring.

(b). Install retainer ring and remove both slotted machine screws.

(c). insta\\ snap ring.

(d). Raise and lower to full positions checking piston and anchor. Remove block between
tie bars,
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CURK MASTER MAINTENANCE MANUAL
EQUIPMENT

UPRlGHT ROLLER ADJUSTMENT
EQUIPMENT

IIPR|PlT RO||.ER ADJUSTMENT -- STD, AND F. F. TRIPLE

Step 1(a). Remove carriage.

Before checking, position inner rail about
5 inches above full down position.

Check both sides for roller clearance at
(top and bottom) of inner rail. Use tool to
determine the number of shims to be added and
record this number on the rail.

Record number of shíms to be used, on
intermediate rail (for top rollers only).

Record number of shims to be used on inner
rail (for bottom rollers only).

There is to be some clearance but it is
not to exceed 1/32 inch.

Plate 9636
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I

Step 1(b). Raise inner rail to 1/2 of its
full up position. Check roller clearance in
the same manner as before.

Record number of shims to be used, on
intermediate rail (for top roller only).

Record number of shims to be used, on
inner rail (for bottom rollers only).

Plate 9637
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/ Step l(c). Raise inner rail to full up
position. Check roller clearance in the same
manner as before.

Record number of shims to be used, on
intermediate rail (for top rollers only).

Record number of sh ims to be used, on
inner rail (for bottom rails only).

Plate 9638
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EQUIPMENT EQUIPMENT.

I

Stpe 2(a). Raise intermediate rail about
5 inches. Check roller clearance in the same
manner as before.

Record number of sh ims to be used, on
outer rail (for top rollers only).

Record number of shims to be used, on
intermediate rail (for bottom rollers only).

Plate 9639
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Stpe 2(b). Raise intermediate rail to \/2
its full up position. Check roller clearance
in the same manner as before.

Record number of shims to be used, on
outer rail (for top rollers only).

Record number of shims to be used, on
intermediate rail (for bottom rollers only).

Plate 9640
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i}

Step 2(c). Raise intermediate rail to
full up position. Check roller clearance in
the same manner as before.

Record number of shims to be used, on
outer rail (for top.rollers only).

Record number of shims to be used, on
inner rail (for bottom rollers only).

Plate 9641
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STEP 2.
GUIDE
BOLTS

STEP 1.

Plate 9642 Standard Triple Piston Head

REMOVALOF RAI LS--STANDARD TR I PLE

Step 1. Piace blocks between inner and intermedelte rail tie bars. Remove mechanical safety stops

Step 2. Pull piston head down far enough to get at piston head guide bolts. Remove both piston
head guides.

Step 3. Pull piston head to full down position.
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Step 4. Remove inner rail and leave it in
this position while adjusting rollers.

A. Intermediate rail rollers:
1. Count the number of shims at the right

and left hand rollers.
2. Look at the three (3) numbers you

recorded on the intermediate rail in Step 1.
The smallest of these numbers is the total' number of shims to be added. A "0" means
DO NOT add shims.

3. Your target for adjusting is to have
the same number of sh ims at each upper roller.' If you end up with an extra shim DO NOT remove
it. Mark the side having an extra shim.

B. Inner rail rollers.
I. Count the number of shims at the right

and left hand rollers.
2. Look at the three (3) numbers you

recorded on the inner rail in Step 1. Go
through the same steps you followed in adjust-

ing the upper rollers.
3. If you end up with an extra shim here

too, be sure it is on the same side as the
extra upper shim.

C. Replace inner rail.

NOTE

Plate 9643 Refer to next page.
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J

NOTE

With one hand pull piston head for-
ward to let tie bar pass by piston
head freely.

Plate 96M
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STEP 6.

STEP 5.

Plate 9645 chain Placement

Step 5. Replace block and remove chain hoist.

Step 6. Remove intermediate rail assembly.

(a). Place chain around inner and intermediate rial assembly as shown above.
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Step 6(b). Place a strap or chain around
outer rail and secure. This will support lift
cyl inder.

Plate 9628

Step 6(c). Remove lift cylinder retainer
cap.

RETAINER CAP

Plate 9646
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Step 6(d). Lean cylinder forward to rest on
strap, as shown in Plate

Step 6(e). Leave intermediate rail assembly
in this position while adjusting rollers.

A. Outer rail rollers:
1. Count the number of shims at the right

and left hand rollers.
2. Look at the three (3) numbers you

recorded on the outer rail in Step i. The
smallest of these numbers is the total number of
shims to be added. A "0" means DO NOT add shims

3. Your target for adjustment is to have -a

the smae number of shims at each upper roller.
If you end up with an extra shim DO NOT remove
it. Mark the side having an extra shim.

J

B. intermediate rail rollers:
1. Count the number of shims at the right

and left hand rollers.
2. Look at the three numbers you recorded

on the intermediate rail in Step 1. Go through
the same steps you followed in adjusting the
upper ri llers.

3. If you end up with an extra shim here
too, be sure it is on the same side as the extra
upper shim.

C. Replace intermediate rail assembly.

Plate 9647
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- Step 6(f). Replace block between intermed-
iate rail assembly tie bar and remove chain.

Step 7. Place chain around chain anchors on
/ .

----
----··

cylinder. Use hoist to support cylinder.

pr s--
Step 8. Remove supporting strap.

Step 9. Install cylinder retainer cap.

Plate 9648
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STEP 10.
GUIDE
BOLTS

STEP 11

Plate 9649 Standard Triple Piston Head

Step 10. Install both piston head guides.

Step 11. Install mechartical stop. Raise rails and remove blocks.
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STEP 1.

STEP 2.

Plate 9650 Rear Lift Cylinder Removal

UPRIGHT REMOVAL--FULL FREELIFT TRIPLE

Step 1. Place blocks between inner and intermediate rail tie bars.

Step 2. Remove rear lift chains at the top or master link end.
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SNAP RING.

RETAtNER R1NG
STEP 4.

SEGMENTRING

STEP 3.

STEP 3

Plate 9651 F.F.T. Piston Head

Step 3. Pul I piston head down

Remove mechanical safety stop pin and remove stop.

Step 4(a). Secure piston head with chain hoist.

(b). Remove lift cylinder from upper anchor.
1. Remove snap ring.
2. Place two (2) #6-32X2" round head slotted machine screws (in holes provided) in
retainer ring.

(c). Remove segment ring.
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\\ 0 0 o '

STEP 6.

STEP 5.

Plate 9652 Cylinder Lifting Bracket

step 5. Remove lift cylinder support bolts.

Step 6. Remove cylinder lifting bracket.
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STEP 8.

STEP 9.

Plate 9653 Supporting Cylinder

Step 7. Lower cylinder and lean it toward the load back rest (on the carriage).

Step 8. Place pading type material on the load back rest to prevent scoring of the cylinder.

Let cyl inder rest onto load back rest.

Step 9. Place rear lift chains around top bar of load back rest and place bolts through chains,
as shown above. This will prevent cylinder from falling.
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Step 10. Remove inner rail and leave it in
this position while adjusting rollers.

A. Intermediate rail rollers:
1. Count the number of shims at the right

and left hand rollers.
2. Look at the three (3) numbers you

recorded on the intermediate rail in Step l.
The smallest of these numbers is the total"
number of shims to be added. A "0" means
DO NOT add shims.

'< 3. Your target for adjusting is to have
the same number of shims at each upper roller.
If you end up with an extra shim DO NOT remove

0 , it. Mark the side having an extra shim.

B. Inner rail rollers,
1. Count the number of shims at the right

and left hand rollers.
2. Look at the three (3) numbers you

recorded on the inner rail in Step 1. Go
through the same steps you followed in adjust-

ing the upper rollers.
3. If you end up with an extra shim here

too, be sure it is on the same side as the
extra upper shim.

C. Replace inner rail.
Plate 9654
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Step ll. Leave intermediate rail assem. in
this position while adjusting rollers.

A. Outer rail rollers;
1. Count the number of shims at the right

and left hand rollers.
2. Look at the three (3) numbers you

recorded on the outer rial in Step l. The
smallest of these numbers is the total number of
shims to be added. A "0" means DO NOT add shims

3. Your target for adjustment is to have
the same number of shims at each upper roller.
If you end up with an extra shim DO NOT remove

0 it. Mark the side having an extra shim.

B. Intermediate rail rollers:
1. Count the number of shims at the right

and left hand rollers.
2. Look at the three numbers you recorded

on the intermediate rail in Step 1. Go through
the same steps you followed in adjusting the
upper rollers.

3. If you end up with an extra shim here
too, be sure it is on the same side as the extra
upper shim.

C. Replace intermediate rail assembly.

Plate 9655
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STEP 12.

REMOVE BOLTS

STEP 13. .2

A

Plate 9656 cylinder Replacement

Step 12. Using chain hoist, place cylinder back between rails.

NOTE

When installing cylinder watch posi-

tion of cylinder line and tube, to
prevent damage.

Step 13. Pull rear Iift chains through back of upright.
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SNAP RI NG

RETAFNER RING

SEGMENT RING

Plate 9657 Piston Head F.F.T.

Step 14(a). Install segment ring.

(b). Install retainer ring and remove both slotted machine screws.

(c). Install snap ring.

(d). Raise and lower to full positions checking piston and anchor. Remove blocks between
tie bars.
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EP 15.

STEP 16.

Plate 9658 Cylinder Lift Bracket

Step 15. Instil cylinder lifting bracket.

Step 16. [nstall lift cylinder support bolts.
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Plate 9659 safety Stop

Step 17. Pul1 piston head down.

Install mechanical safety stop.

Replace cotter keys.
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Plate 9660 Replacing Rear Lift Chains

Step 18. Install rear lift chains.

Check chain tension for adjustment. If adjustment is necessary besure to secure adjust-

ing nuts before operating machine.
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LIFT CHAiN ADJUSTMENT
EQUIPMENT

LIFT AND T1LT CYLINDERS

Check for drift, leakage at packings,
damage and Security of mountings. (Anchor
pivot pins, flanges and mounting rings).

LIFT CHAINS

The lift chains are mounted to the chain
anchors on the lift carriage and at the chain
anchor rods near the lift cylinder piston head.

If it becomes necessary to adjust the lift
chains, proceed as follows:

W A RN I NG

KEEP CLEAR OF LOAD & CARRIAGE ADJUSTMENTS TO

AVOID INJURY IF ANY MALFUNCTION SHOULD OCCUR

AND CAUSE LOAD OR CARRIAGE TO FALL.

1. Elevate carriage to about 4 feet. , .

2. Smear grease on the innerslide channel '
as shown cklatpea 2apacity

load.

NOTE

It is important that the chain ad-

justment be made with a capacity
load. In this manner you will allow
for chain stretch. Plate 6634. Lift Chain Adjustment

(Chain Anchor Rods)
4. Making sure uprights are either ver-

tical or aft of vertical, lower load to the
bottom.

5. Remove capacity load.

6. Raise carriage and measure the dis-

tance from where the center of the bottom car-

riage roller stopped , to the bottom edge of the
inner slide. Distance must not be less than j'. ( ·

GREASE
LUBRICATE MACHINE

MINIMUMLubricate all miscellaneous linkage with
SAE 20 011 and all grease fittings with chassis
grease. (Refer to Lubrication Chart.)

C A UT I ON

WHEN LUBRICATING MACHINE, LN5PECT FOR LEAKLNG

HYDRAULic LINES, FITTlNGS AND ELECTRICAL WIR-

ING FOR DAMAGE.

Plate 8622. L1ft Chain Adjustment
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CLARK, INDUSTRIAL TRUCK DIVISION CLARK
EQUIPMENT TROUBLE SHOOTING GUIDE

EQUIPMENT

DRIVE AXLE

TROUBLE PROBABLE CAUSE REMEDY

Continuous Axle Noise. Badly worn parts. Replace worn parts with new.

Unevenly worn tires. Replace fires.

Improperly adjusted wheel bear- Adjust correctly.
Ing.

Lack of lubricant. Add sufficient lubricant of cor-
rect grade.

Axle Noise on Drive or on Differential pinion gear and ring Adjust, repair or replace entire
Coast Only. gear out of adjustment or worn unit if conditions warrants.

excessively .

Excessive Backlash in Axie Loose axle shaft drive flange cap Tighten cap screws.
Driving. screws.

Flange loose on oxle shaft. Reweld flange to shaft.

Worn splines on axle shaft at Replace drive flange and shaft
differential end. ossembly.

Differential drive pinion gear Adjust or replace as condition
and ring gear out of adjust- warrants.
ment or worn excessively.

Complete Failure to Function. Broken axie shaft. Replace axle shaft.

Broken teeth on ring gear or Replace ring gear and pinion
pinion gear. and other parts of differential

necessary. Adiost ring gear and
pinion gear correctly.
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EQUIPMENT TROUBLE SHOOTING GUIDE EQUIPMENT

STEERING AXLE

TROUBLE PROBABLE CAUSE REMEDY

Trouble. Damaged axle. Replace axle.

Lubrication leaks. Replace oil seals. (Refer to Lubri-
cation Section). Report to desig-
nated individual in authority.

Incorrect caster or camber. Report to designated individual in
authority.

Uneven tire wear. Inflate tires properly. Check wheel
o[ignment.

TSS21 31JAN 62
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EQUIPMENT TROUBLE SHOOTING GU1DE

EQUIPMENT

BRAKES

TROUBLE PROBABLE CAUSE REMEDY

Brakes drag. Improper pedal adjustment. Adjust brake pedal free travel.

Brake pedal return spring broken or Replace spring.
weak.

Brakes improperly odiusted. Adjust brakes.

Brake shoe anchor pin tight in shoe. Free-up pin and lubricate lightly.

Brake shoe return spring broken or Replace spring.
weak.

Loose or damaged wheel bearings. Adjust or replace wheel bearings.

Insufficient brake shoe clearance, Adjust brakes.
or improper brake anchor pin ad-

ustment.

Broke backing plate loose. Tighten plate.

Grease on linings. Correct grease leakage; clean or
install new shoes and lining
assemblies.

Dirt imbedded in lining. Clean lining with wire brush.

Drums scored or rough. Replace drum and brake shoe and
lining assemblies.

Severe brake action on light pedal Brake shoes improperly adjusted. Adjust brakes.
pressure.

Grease on linings. Correct grease leakage; clean or
install new shoes and lining
assemblies.

Loose brake shoe anchor. Adjust and tighten.

Brake locked. Brake pedal locks free travel. Adjust pedal free travel.

Brakes frozen to drums (cold Break loose by driving vehicle,
weather).

Brake noisy or chatters. Brake lining worn. Replace shoe and lining assemblies.

Grease on linings. Correct leakage; clean or replace
shoe and lining assemblies.

Dirt embedded in linings. Clean lining with wire brush.

Improper or loose linings. Replace shoe and lining assemblies.

Brake shoe or drum distorted. Straighten or replace.

TS 541 31 JAN 62
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TROUBLE SHOOTING GUIDE
EQUIPMENT

BRAKES (Continued)

TROUBLE PROBABLE CAUSE REMEDY

Excessive pedal travel. Lining worn. Adjust or replace shoe and lining
assemblies.

Broke improperly adjusted. Adjust brake.

Scored broke drums. Repair or replace drums.

Excessive pedai pressure. Grease on linings; worn or glazed Correct grease leakage; clean up
lining. and replace shoe and lining as-

semblies.

Warped brake shoes, or defective Replace shoe and lining assemblies.
brake linings.

Shoes improperly adiusted. Adiust brakes.

Brake drum scored or distorted. Repair or replace drums.

Shoes improperly adjusted. Adjust brakes.

Insufficient f luid in master cylin- Fill master cylinder to within 1/4
der. inch of the top.

Wheel troubles. Wheel wobbles; bent. Inspect mounting on hub, spindles,
and drive axle; replace defective
wheel or mounting.

Wheel loose on hub. Tighten.

Wheel out of balance. Balance wheel.

Wheel bearings run hot. Adiust, lubr¡cate wheel bearings.

31JAN 62 TSS42
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TROUBLE SHOOTING GUIDE EQUIPMENT

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM

TROUBLE PROBABLE CAUSE REMEDY

Pump not delivering oil. Wrong direction 'of rotation. Must be reversed immediately to
prevent seizure and breakage of
parts due to lack of oil.

Tank oiJ Jeve) low. Add recommended oi).

Oil intake pipe or suction
filter plugged. Replace filter cartridge, clean

strainer if so equipped.

Air leak in suction line. Will prevent priming, or cause
noise and irregular action of
control circuit.

Oil viscosity too heavy to Thinner oil should be used, per
pick up prime, recommendations for given

perature and service.

Broken pump shaft or gear. Report to designated individual
in authority.

Pump not developing pres- Pump not delivering oil for Check oil circulation by watch-

sure. any of the above reasons, ing oil in tank.

Relief valve setting not Refer to relief valve
high enough· instructions.

Relief valve sticking open. Dirt under pressure adjustment
valve. Refer relief valve

instructions.

Leak in hydraulic control Find leak and correct,
system (cylinders or valves).

Partially clogged intake line, Pump most receive intake oil
intake filter or restricted in- freejy or cavitation will take
take pipe. place.

Pump making noise. Small air leak at pump in- Test by pouring oil on joints
take piping ioints, while listening for change in

operation. Tighten as required.

Air feak at pump shaft pack- Repair or replace.
Ing.

Tank air vent plugged. Must be open thru breather open-

ing or air filter.

Too high oil viscosity. Use recommended oils.

Shaft packing worn. Replace shaft pocking per pre-
ceding instructions.

Oil filter dirty. Replace filter element.

Forks do not lift to Hydraulic Oil level low. Fill sump tank.
maximum Height.
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EQUIPMENT TROUBLE SHOOTING GUIDE

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM CONTINUED

TROUBLE PROBABLE CAUSE REMEDY

Lift or tilt action fails. Loss of oil pressure. Report to designated individual
in authority.

Oil Jeak at top of lift Worn or damaged lift piston Replace seal.
cylinder assed y. seal.

Scored cylinder wall. Replace cylinder.

Plugged vent line. Clean out vent line, Replace
if collapsed.

Oil leak around piston rod Worn seal . Replace seof .

at tilt cylinder.
Scored piston rod. Replace rod and eliminate cause

of scoring which may be caused
by misalignment, worn bearing or
foreign matter .

With load centered on lift Lift chains out of adjustment. Adiust chains.
forks load is lifted unevenly.

I
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EC 50-60-70 SG

GE C-290

SUBJECT: PROPER SCR CHECK OUT PROCEDURE FOR GE C-290 SYSTEM; EC 50-60-70 SG.
IMPORTANT: Machines must be thoroughly checked before being put into service.

The attached CHECK OUT SHEET must be filled out and has to accompany the installa-
tion report before we will accept any warranty claims.

DO NOT use a motor generator unit such as Ready Power to move and/or check
machines as serious damage may occur.

If, for any reason, a machine does not comply with the adjustment, inspection and test
procedures, the figures you enter on the check out sheet will have to be known prior
to contacting the factory.

The following checks MUST be made with a Simpson V O-M 260 Meter or equivalent.

NOTE: IF METER READINGS ARE NOT WITHIN SPECIFICATIONS OF EACH STEP. REFER
TO ADDITIONAL TROUBLESHOOTING INSTRUCTIONS FOLLOWING THE CHECK
OUT PROCEDURE, DO NOT CONNECT BATTERY UNTIL STEP 7.

1. CHECKING BATTERY POLARITY & BATTERY VOLTAGE.
With voltmeter set on the 50 V DC (+) scale, place the red lead on positive (+) and the
black lead on negative (-) battery connector. You should read battery volts. If meter needle
moves backwards, the power cables are connected wrong in the battery and should be reversed
before connecting battery to machine.

* 50V DC(+) -

SCALE

TS(sG) 8354 MAR 69
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EQUIPMENT EqulPMENT

2. CHECKING TRUCK POLARITY. Checking continuity of power cables for proper polarity.
a. With ohmmeter on RX1 scale, either lead red or black on the positive side of truck battery

receptacle, the other lead on the 2FU fuse. Should have no resistance. Ohms.
b. Still on the RX1 scale, either lead red or black on the negative side of truck battery

receptacle, the other lead on the movable pump contactor power tip, should have no
resistance. Ohms.

MOVAILE PUMP
CORTACTOR

5 P

RM1 RE1
SCALE SCALE

3. GROUND TEST.
With ohmmeter set on RX 10,000 ohm scale, check for grounds.
a. Positive (+) of truck receptacle to truck frame.

b. Negative of truck receptacle to truck frame, with 1A contactor held closed.
Resistance for 3a and 3b should be 50,000 ohms or higher on new trucks, 30,000 ohms is
acceptable on used trucks.

STEP STEP
3 3

RX 10.000 RK 10.000
SCALE SCALE

TR CK TRUCK
FRAME FRAME
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EQUIPMENT EQUIPMENT

4. CONTROL WIRING. (Battery Disconnected) Check Control Wiring Using Ohmmeter.
a. With all switches open, measure 1500 ohm (to infinity) between wires 12 (+)(15 amp

fuse) and 16.
b. Close key switch, seat switch, accelerator (1 MS) and move directional switch to forward and

measure 30 or more ohms between wires 12 (+)(15 amp fuse)and 16.
(Rx 1 scale). Remove back-up light wire (if used) at rev. contactor. Repeat above, check
with the direction switch in rev.

10 -

12 +

R 00 R 1

5. CHECKING SPEED POT, 1MS & 2MS SWITCHETTE OPERATION.

a. Disconnect wire 37 from terminal 3 card 1, connect ohmmeter (RX 100) on wire 37 and
wire 16. Depress accelerator pedal until 1MS clicks, meter at the click should read between
2000 and 5000 ohms.

NOTE: Higher resistance allows slower creep speed, set 1MS to highest resistance possible.
b.With ohmmeter still connected on wire 37 and 16, RX 100 scale, depress accelerator com-

pletely, 2MS switch should click, at this point meter should read 400 ohms or less when
the 2MS switch clicks.

c. Remove meter and reconnect wire 37 to terminal 3 on card 1.

16 - -

A2

STEP
WIRE 37 5e a b

RX 100

TS(SG) 837-3 MAR 69



CLARK INDUSTRIAL TRUCK DIVISION . .

EQUIPMENT

6. CHECKING CONTACTORS MANUALLY.
Before connecting battery, manually push the armature plate in until power tips contact and
wipe. NOTE: lnterlocking switchette should not actuate until after power tips make contact. This
check is performed to detect contactor binding, switchette operation and wire interference with
contactor tips.

THE BATTERY SHOULD BE FULLY CHARGED AND SPECIFIC GRAVITY1.2500R HIGHER.
CAUTION: DO NOT USE ANY OTHER POWER SOURCE - BATTERY ONLY AND WITH
NO POWER CABLE EXTENSIONS.
NOTE: If fault detector is used, jump 2X and 2Y wires.

CONNECT BATTERY

7. CHECKING CONTACTORS ELECTRICALLY. Key on and seat down.

a. Insert insulated material (cardboard, etc.) between the normally open power tips of contactors
to prevent current flow. Move the F & R directional lever in forward, depress the accelerator
until the forward contactor closes, depress the accelerator completely until the 1A contactor
closes. The same applies for reverse. With F contactor closed, depress R contactor armature
plate and F coil should drop out and vice versa. This is an interlocking switchette check.

NOTE: FW (Field Weakening) contactor (if used), should not engage. This will be covered on
a separate sheet.

b. With insulator between pump contactor power tips to prevent current flow, operate the lift
and tilt lever to see if pump contactor coil operates properly.
NOTE: Remove jumper from 2X and 2Y wires.

MAR 69 TS (SG) 838-6
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8. CREEP SPEED ADJUSTMENT

a. Remove insulator from FGR contactors. With front wheels jacked up
and insulator in power tips of 1A &FW contactors and jumper wire around
thermal cut-back (i REC heat lead #35). With accelerator pedal fully de-
pressed stall the motor by depressing the brake pedal. Adjust creep speed
on card #1 (80 to 90 ampheres line current). Remove jumper wire. Above
adjustment should give proper creep speed with truck operating on floor and
will simulate a thermal cut-back condition.

Step #8 Jumper wire

WITH DRIVE WHEELS JACKED UP AND INSULATOR IN POWER TIP GAPS OF 1A AND
FW CONTACTORS, CHECK MAXIMUM SPEED VOLTAGE AND CURRENT LIMIT. THESE
ADJUSTMENTS HAVE BEEN PRESET AT THE FACTORY AND SHOULD NOT REO.UIRE
ADJUSTMENT.

9. CHECKING SPEED VOLTAGE AND CURRENT LIMIT.

NOTE: DO NOT STALL MOTOR FOR MORE THAN 30 SECONDS AT A TIME. ALLOW
TIME FOR MOTOR COOLING BETWEEN STALLS. DO NOT OPERATE MOTOR
AT HIGH SPEEDS OR REVERSE DRIVE MOTOR WITH DRIVE WHEELS
JACKED UP.

Equipment requi red:
1. Vol t Ohmmeter, Simpson 260-5P or equivalent.
2. Clark ammeter part #1800979 or 50 MV 600 amp shunt and 50 MV 600

ammeter.
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EQUIPMENT EQUIPMENT

a. Disconnect the positive power cable from 2FU and connect the ammeter (or shunt) between
the power cable and the 2FU.

PoslTIVE LEAD(+)
FROM BATTERY

b. Connect the voit meter (BOV DC + scale) between the positive terminal (A1(3 and 4 REC
heat sink) and T2 on the SCR paneL

A1

c. Check maximum speed voltage first by depressing the accelerator completely and applying
the brakes until battery current is 120 amperes. Voltmeter at this point should read between
25 - 27 volts. If not, adjust maximum speed voltage on card 1, trim pot located on the
upper right hand corner, clockwise to increase.

d. Now check current limit by locking drive wheels with brakes, depress accelerator completely,
current should read 290 amps minimum - 310 amps maximum. If not, adjust current limit
potentiometer on Card #1 located in the lower right hand corner - clockwise to increase.

MAR 68 TS (SG) 840-6
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10. On trucks equipped with field weakening kit unblock all contactors. With wheels jacked up,
check FW contactor for pick-up and drop-out at correct values of current. Stall the motor by
depressing the brake pedal, release brake pedal until pick-up occurs and then depress brake
pedal until drop-out occurs. (Pick up 225 - 250 - drop out 500 - 550).

11. OPERATION: With wheels on the ground, give truck a general operational check out, including
plugging from various speeds. Adjust plugging distance with trirnpot on Card #1 as desired
(CW to decrease distance).

TS(SG) 8Lel-5 MAR 69
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EQUIPMENT

TABLE 1

Failures Which Cause No Motor Torque With SCR Control

SYMPTOMS WHAT TO DO

1A. Zero volts from control positive to control • Check 1 FU and 3 FU to see of they are
negative. blown.

• Check the key switch for misoperation.

• Check battery for low specific gravity and
connections for looseness or broken fittings.

1B. Contactors (F or R) do not pick up. Battery • The problem may be an open circuit from
volts from control positive to control control positive to F or R coils, including
negative. misoperation of the seat switch, brake switch,

start switch, directional switch or normally-
closed F or R interlocks.

• Check 7 and 8 REC for short circuits (See
Table 4-F).

IC. Contactors close (F or R). No power and e With the accelerator in operating range, 1A
no SCR hum with accelerator in SCR range, blocked open, and contactors F or R picked

up, check for control volts between terminal
2 Card 1 and negative. If there is zero volts
at this point, check F and R interlocks for
open circult.

• Check for battery volts between terminals
(1) and (6) on Card 1. If voltage is not
present, check the power contact tips of F
and R and the continulty of wire 41 from
T1 to Card 1 (1) and from Card 1 (6) to
battery negative.

• Check for about one third of control volts
between Card 1 terminals 3 and 6 (except
near high-speed position of accelerator). If
near zero or about half or more of control
volts (except near high-speed position of
accelerator when the volts will rise to control
volts), the potentiometer (and/or contacts)
in the accelerator may be defective (See
Table 4-1), or Card 1 may be defective (See
Table 4-A).

• Check for open circuit from Card 1 terminal
4 thru 1 REC gate (white lead). (See Table
4-G).

• Check 1 REC for open gate (See Table 4-G).

e Check oscillator section of Card 1 (See
Table 4-A).

1D. Contactors close (F or R). Very little power e Check 2 REC for a short in the conducting
and high-pitch SCR hum. direction (See Table 4-G).

1 E. Contactors close (F or R). Normal hum but • Check for short in 3 and 4 REC (See Table
little or no torque. 4-E).
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Failures Which Cause Full Motor Torque With SCR Control

SYMPTOMS WHAT TO DO

2A. Contactors close (F or R). Full SCR speed • Check for short from negative to terminat 3
immediately. Audible hum. of Card 1.

• Check potentiometer for proper resistance
(See Table 4-1).

2B. Contactorselose(ForR}.Fullspeedimmedi- • Check for 1A contactor failure to open, or
ately. No audible hum. short in truck wiring, or malfunction of Card

3 causing 1A to pick up immediately. (See
Table 4 8).

2C. Contactors close (F or R). Full speed • Check 1 REC for a short (See Table 4-G).
immediately. No audible hum.

Capacitor TC not charged when measured • Check for open in 5 REC gate circuit from

within 30 minutes after operation of truck. negative through 9 RES to 5 REC.

• Check 9 RES (See Table 4-H).

• Check 5 REC for open gate (See Table 4-G).

• Check continuity of wires from 1C to 5 REC
and from 5 REC through T3, T4 to T1 at
the 1 REC anode.

• Check for shorts in capacitor 1C (See Table
4-C).

2D. Contactors close (F or R}. Full speed • Check for open in 2 REC gate circuit from
immediately. No audible hum. T3 through 8 RES to 2 REC.
Capacitor 1C charged, i.e., volts from

• Check 8 RES (See Table 4-H).
battery negative (positive on voltmeter) to
5 REC anode wire 34 is more than 30 • Check 2 REC (See Table 4-G).
volts.

TABLE 3

Misoperation of Special Features

SYMPTOMS WHAT TO DO

3A. Failure of 1A contactor to operate. e Check voltage between terminals 1 and 2 of
Card 3 (When F contactor is closed) to be
control volts. If voltage is not present check
for open in wiring from positive to Card 3
terminal 1. Also check for open fromterminal
2 - Card 3 through 1A switch on accelerator,
to control negative.

• Check voltage between terminals 3 and 2 of
Card 3 to be battery volts after time delay.
If voltage is present, check for open circuit
in the 1A coil. (See Table 4D).

• Check Card 3 (See Table 4-B).
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3F. Severe reversal. • Adjust static-plug trimpot on Card 1, turning
the pot counterciockwise for softer plug.

• Check 4 REC (See Table 4 E).

• Check current limit (See Table 5).

3G. Severe reversal. • Check adjustment and operation of timer
(Deceleration smooth but severe asvehicle card. (See Table 4B).
changes direction).

3H. Reversal too soft. • Check static-plug trimpot on Card 1 (Adj.
clockwise to stiffen plug).

TABLE 4

Checking Components

4A. CARD 1
Tune up card per Table 6. If these adjustments cannot be made or if control fails to operate
satisfactorily, check all other components. If all check good, replace card with a known operating
card.

4B. CARD 3 (1A Timer)
Disconnect leads to Card 3. Connect a voltmeter (50V scale on 36 voit battery or 250V scale
on 72 volt battery) from terminal 3 to 2. Apply battery volts negative to terminal 2 and posi-
tive to terminal 1. The voltmeter should read about one volt and then raise to battery volts
at the end of the timer interval, .3 to 2.5 seconds. Turning trimpot should adjust time (CW to
increase). Remove battery volts and voltmeter should drop to zero.

4C. CAPACITOR 1C
Disconnect battery and discharge capacitor. Remove wire No. 34 from all capacitors. Measure
ohms through each capacitor using the RX10,000 scale. Meter should read zero ohms and
then swing to above 100,000 ohms. If not, replace capacitors,

NOTE: Control is arranged so that F and R do not break current. Contactor 1A drops out
ahead of F or R.

4E. RECTIFIERS
When checking diodes, disconnect battery and discharge capacitor 1C to prevent burning
out the ohmmeter. When reassembling hardware on rectifiers, refer to Table 5 for proper
torque settings.

To check 3, 4, 15 and 16 REC, disconnect one side of the rectifier. These are diodes with
about 7 to 12 ohms in the conducting direction ( ) measured with scale RX1,
and infinite resistance in the non-conducting direction ( ) measured with scale
RXTO,000. (On some meters about 75 to 160 ohms are obtained in the conducting direction.}
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4F CONTACTOR COIL AND ACCESSORY FILTERS
(7, 8, & 9 REC) (Typical Cat. No. 148B6203Gl4)
These are varistors and should be checked as follows: Disconnect battery and discharge ca-
pacitor 1C. Disconnect the leads to the filter block. Connect a 36-volt d-e test battery in
series with the varistor and a volt-ohmmeter set on the 1 ma. scale as shown in Figure 8.
If the varistor is good, there will be a noticeable deflection of the meter needle when the
leads are touched to the filter block terminals. If no deflection is obtained replace the
filter block.

FILTER BLOCK

Fig. 8

4G. See page number TS(SG) 849.

4H. GATE CONTROL (8 RES, 9 RES)
8 and 9 RES act like a diode with high resistance in the conducting direction.
To check, disconnect the lead from terminal 2 to the gate. Using a test battery, 220-ohm re-
sistor and voltmeter as in Figure 9; the voltmeter should read about 22 volts when the volt-
meter is connected to terminal 1 (positive) and terminal 2 (negative). Reverse voltmeter
leads (terminal 2 negative), voltmeter should read battery volts.

36V 220 ohms

FILTER BLOCK

Fig. 9
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4I. ACCELERATOR POTENTIOMETER
Check procedure: Disconnect pot from circuit by removing wire 37 from card 1 terminal 3.
Measure resistance of pot on RX100 scale between wire 37 and negative wire 16 (wire 56
terminal 3 of 21 RES if thermostat is used-refer to Figure 7). Resistance should read ap-
proximately 5000 ohms and smoothly reduce to zero as the foot-pedal is depressed to maxi-
mum travel.
Adjustment: To set potentiometer resistance, as the foot-pedal is depressed from off to-
wards maximum travel, the resistance should be 3500 ohms or higher as the start switchette
operates. As you continue to depress the pedal the resistance should be less than 300 ohms
when the 1A switchette operates. If the resistance does not read as above, loosen the screw
clamping the gear to the pot shaft and adjust pot shaft position until above reading is ob-
tained.

4J. SEMI-CONDUCTOR FILTER BLOCKS (Fl)
To check, disconnect all wires from filter block. With the VOM on RX10,000 scale-touch
the leads to terminals 1 and 5 to charge the filter. Reverse the meter leads touching them to
terminals 5 and 1. A strong capacitor action should be observed (i.e., the VOM needle will
deflect and return to infinity). This same check must be applied to terminals 2 and 6, and
3 and 7. If this capacitor action is not observed, replace filter block. NOTE: There is no
filter between terminals 4 and 8.

4K. TRANSFORMER SECONDARY FILTER (12 RES)
12 RES acts like a diode with high resistance in the conducting direction. To check, discon-
nect the leads from terminals 1 and 2. Using a test battery, 220-ohm resistor and voltmeter
as in 4H, the voltmeter should read about 31 volts when the voltmeter is connected to ter-
minal 1 (positive) and terminal 2 (negative). Reverse voltmeter leads (terminal 2 nega-
tive), voltmeter should read battery volts.

4L. SEMI-CONDUCTOR FILTER BLOCK (SF)
To check, disconnect all wires from filter block. With VOM on RX10,000 scale, touch the
leads to the filter terminals to charge the filter. After a few seconds, reverse the meter
leads and touch the filter terminals. The VOM needle will deflect and return to infinity.
If this capacitor action is not observed, replace the filter block.

Table 5
Checking Current-Limit

5A. The current-limit circuit has been preset at the factory and should not be adjusted. However,
if truck operation appears sluggish or if control appears to be overheated, the following
check should be made.
Material required to check current-limit:

500-ampere 50-millivolt d-c shunt
50-millivolt d-c meter (d'Arsonval movement)
50-volt d-c meter (d'Arsonval movement) (250-volt scale needed for 72V)
Battery with equal or greater ampere-hour capacity used on truck, charged to 1200 or
higher specific gravity.

Check that ohms in accelerator potentiometer are under 300 ohms in high speed (See Table
4-I).
Connect the shunt and millivolt meter between battery negative and 1 REC. Connect the
voltmeter across the motor (between battery positive and T2 on the SCR panel). Discon-
nect the positive lead of 1A contactor coil or block power tips of 1A contactor open. Jack
the wheels of the truck off the floor. If a brake interlock is used, short it out so that power
and brakes can be applied at the same time.
Connect battery and depress the accelerator slightly to assure that a positive deflection of
the meters are obtained.

Check maximum speed adjustment first by moving the accelerator to the full-power posi-
tion and applying the brakes until battery current is about 70-80 percent of the loaded level
amperes (approximately 100 amps) with motor directly across the battery and motor fields
connected the same as are used in SCR control
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Voltmeter should read between the following:

Battery Volts Motor Volts
36 25-30
48 35-40
72 50-60

Now, check current-limit by moving the accelerator to the full-power position and applying
the brakes until the wheels come to a standstill or until the meter reads 300 amperes, plus
or minus 15 amperes (full scale is 500 amperes).

NOTE: Do not stall the motor for more than 30 seconds at a time. Allow time for motor
cooling between stalls. Do not operate motor at high speeds or plug the motor with
wheels jacked up.

5B, If the current-limit is not properly set, refer to the truck manufacturer,
If either adjustment has to be altered, recheck maximum speed and current-limit until both
limits are met. The maximum speed adjustment has a slight effect on current-limit. The
current-limit adjustment has a slight effect on high speed. Both adjustments are CW to
increase.

5C. Torques for Rectifiers*
a) 1 REC (C290) 300 inch-pounds, or 24 foot-pounds
b) 2 and 5 REC (C50) 150 inch-pounds, or 12 foot-pounds
c) 3 and 4 REC 300 inch-pounds, or 24 foot-pounds

* Values given are nominal, limits are plus-or-minus 50%.
NOTE: Silicon grease (Penatrox A) should always be applied between rectifier and heat-

sink before tightening rectifier hardware.

Table 6
Tuneup for New or Mistuned Card 1

Panels are factory adjusted for a particular motor and truck and should not need adjust-
ment when used with this motor and truck. If minor adjustments are required for optimum per-
formance they may be made without regard to the following procedure because the adjustments are
so designed that they do not interact when near their proper setting.

If the panels are used to control motors or trucks for which they were not factory adjusted,
the settings may be out of optimum adjustment to the extent that they do interact and the follow-
ing procedure must be followed:

(1) Turn current-limit adjustment fully clockwise.
(2) Turn static-plugging adjustment fully clockwise.

These two steps prevent any interaction when setting the speed adjustments.
(3) Adjust creep-speed as desired.
(4) Adjust top SCR speed per Table 5 and with lA power tips blocked open.
(5) Turn current-limit and static-plug trimpots fully counterclockwise and then back CW

about 5 turns. NOTE: More than 5 turns may be required before control will operate.
(6) Set current-limit for desired battery current with the motor in stall condition per Table 5.
(7) With truck on the ground set static-plugging for desired plugging distance.

CREEP TOP
SPEED ® ' ^ ' ' ® SPEED

STATic O @ O CURRENT
PLUG ® j LIMIT

NAMEPLATE SIDE

Figure 10-Card 1 Trimpot Adjustments.
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DEALER CHECK-OUT SHEET FOR GE C290 SYSTEM
EC 50-60 & 70 SG

Truck Serial No Date

1. Battery Polarity checkeri7 Rattery Voltage volts

2. Truck Polarity Specific Gravity

a. Positive Lead to 2FU Checked>

b. Negative Lead to Pump Contactors Checkerl?

3. GROUND TEST (+) to Frame ohms, (-) to Frame ohms.

4. CHECK1NG CONTROL WIRING.

a. Term's 12 (+) to 16 (all switches open) ohms

b. Term's 12 (+) to 16 (key, seat, 1MS & directional switches closed} ohms

5. SPEED POT, 1MS & 2MS SWITCHETTE OPERATION

a. Wires 37 and 16 - 1MS actuates ohms.

b. Wires 37 and 16 - 2MS actuates ohms.

6. Checked contactors manually?

7. Checked contactors electrically?

8. Checked creep speed?

9. CHECKING SPEED VOLTAGE AND CURRENT LIMIT

c. Maximum speed voltage . volts.

d. Current limit amps.

10. FIELD WEAKENING ADJUSTMENTS.

FW pickup (FW equipped machines only) amps.

FW drop out (FW equipped machines only) amps.

Adjustments sealed on card 1.

Mechanic Hour Meter Reading

MAR 68 TS (SG) 848-5



CURK, INDUSTRIAL TRUCK DivisloN gggg,
EqulPMENT EQUIPMENT

4G.
SUBJECT: Nos. 1, 2 and 5 rectifiers in GE Solid State Controls used on

EC-20 through EC-70 and NS Series Trucks.

PROBLEM: Because of several systems invol.ved, the initial resistance values
of rectifiers in our GE solid state controls have changed since our
original instructions were published. The diagram and instructions
below are designed to check Nos. 1, 2 and 5 rectifiers for proper
operation in all GE SCR controls..

SOLUTION: See drawing and instructions below:

su WHAT IS AN SCR?
Since the heart of the control is a silicon

controlled rectifier (SCR), a general under-

CATHODE standing of the characteristics of the
device will be helpfuL The SCR is a
semiconductor rectifier used as a latching

%o switch; i.e., it may assume either a con-

ducting or nonconducting state (On or Off).

CARODE

GATE - s af
GATE

/h

ANOCE

ANODE The SCR can be turned on by a mo-

mentary application of control current
to the gate. To turn it off, it is necessary
in addition to removing the turn-on signal
from the gate, either to remove all power

When checking recs 1-285 on aH G.E. SCR systems from the SCR or to apply momentary
reverse voltage between cathode and anode.

STEPS
RECS 1&2 3 4

No. 1 100,000ohmsminimum 1to 1,000ohms 5 ohms min.

No. 2 Sameas No. I rec 1 to 1,00&ohms 5 ohms min.

No.5 Sameas No. 1 rec 1 to 500 ohms 5 ohmsmin.

DM:ap
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